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SUDDEN- INFANT "DEATH SYNDROME

.THURSDAY,, NOVEMBER 14,1185

HOUSE OR REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON 'CENSUS
AND POPULATION,, 'Col Otic POST: OFFICE AND
Cy.rn. SzaVici; SELrcr Ceitiarliz ON .CHILDREN,
YOUTH AND FAMILIES; AND' SI.TDCbittliTITEWON HEit.TH
AND THE EtwntotimErrr,.Cowerrxx ON .

COMMERCE,

"*ashiiigton,
The committees met in joint pursuant :call', at 10.,08

a.m., in room 304,.:Capion. House Office: Building; :Hon. -Robert
Garcia (chairman of tha.SUbcomniittee-oniCensus -and'PoliOktio*
Committee on Post Office aficirCiVil:Service),ISreaiditag.

Mr GcIA I would like to,welcome Eill'or5ii4';herejtcrthe,,hear=-
ing on sudden,infantideatkaYhtlionie;,,ilia lthohIn aslDS:7Eti pre-.
mate my colleague, Congressman George Milleri'whOAS' the chair-
man of the Select' Committee on Children, YOUth,an&Fainilies,.-for
being hers. I. *Old like- to Ihatili Congressman Henry Waxman,
Who is the chairman of the Sube,thimitteaon Health and-thaEnyi,
ronment, and I would also- like' tki'lhank, niY- colleague from Indi-:-
ana, Mr. Coats; and thy colleague. from Georgia,-,MrAoirlincr,
joining us this morning. I might add that Congressman Rowland
also Dr. Rowland, M.D.. And see Congressman Bliley Of' Virginia
has just entered.

First I would like to take tus opportunity ..thank all. my col-le es for joining us on thil.yary Iraportant hearing., The subject
of SIDS is obviously very 'difficult to'tallc 'about: Deithrin general, ,

is difficult to talk about, but we are here todEiY because:it- -is criti-
cally necessary to talk about sudden infant deativsyndrome, the
major cause of. death of infants over one nionthof .age in ..the,
United States..'

Because of.SIDS, 7,000 apparently healthy babks die each.year..
During this Year more infants will die. of SPDS..than:+wiliuccumb
to cystic fibrosis, childhood cancer,. childhood heart disease, and
child abuse combined. This devastating syndrome cOinesaii sudden-
ly, without warning, strikes ita victims indiscriminately, whether
they are black, white, Hispanic, or Asbanwhether they are rich or
poor.

The victims of SIDS are not only the babies. but alsOthe
The families of babies who die of SIDS undergo severe -feelings of
guilt, fearing that perhaps ,they might have.donasomethhig wrong.
To make matters worse, because the public does not have a clear
understanding cf sudden infant death syndrome, the public' may.
suspect the victims' families,of child abuse or neglect. Much4:nbre,

(I)
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education and research is critically needed on SIDS to alleviate the'
confusion and additional suffering caused by this syndrome.

Last year my wife and I lost a grandson to SIDS. It was a tragic
and helpless situation. But as Ltold others what had happened to
me and my family,1::began. to 'realize- that we :Were not alone. A
number offotheitliersons,kmet had either lost
to,SIDS, or knew someone had. Thaiii.One-Or the feafiOlitt we
are holding this hearing; to let'lieople ,ate not-
alone, that something Must be &net° fight

It concerns the deeply that funding for
the educationsand reeenrckon,SEOSiiiia,beenzdcastaCalltind,/-be'
lieve, disp POrtionatelk, reduCed; *We herhas not been, en:Si de-
crease in the nuMber-ofISIDS..related_delitta.:EhoPe that through
our hearing' we can..**fietiy,*.bater':iiiiderstindmgPU.iiidden
infant death syndrome, a bettei, understanding of :ilikiieed-for.

finding fo reieitioh and :edneation; better
standing Orth-impaCtef.SIDS on the families' who lia*e lost their
babies' by this' ckeadedeyndixiine.

I thank you verillMucli-fof.'heilig, witb iis this mdrning.' I would
like to: call 'c011eigno'frozn'CalifOriiiiailhe Chairman Of=i4e,.
Select Committee on'Yoiith;:

Mr. Maui. Thank ion; CengreeliMitli-Gareiii: Hhánk you also
for joining in and leading the Wayeon'thesif.helitinenlindk.loOlaer7
ward to hearing'frenlitheivitheaset :I4liPpe'WhitfitIleinergeat the
end of these' hearings isa cänseniàs by themembeship of these
three committees that we will have 'the -. ability', ti.414.Y,IiiieCoilquer
this Very; very unfortunate disease, yte'ldecifle 'tti;1:16, soi
hope that the decision will the,ineniberehip, of these
committees, tetio to the full House and to ask that we Maintain.'
and improve our reaearch effOrt on behalf of these families and
these infants.

. _ . ,

I also want to weloothe one Of our witnesses' , Gayle' Reiter, -who
has been very, very active in the Northern Califorma'SIDS3FOuri.
dation, and whoin we will hear froth 'later: I think 'she'lvill:tell!lis
some of the problems that we're enColinterini in trYing to -Main-
tain primary research in this area.

Thank You. r '

Mr. 14ARCIA. Thank you. My -dolleaguelrom 'Indiana; .M1.4boitts:
Mr. Coters. Thank you, Mr. Chairmen. As the ranking'

can member of the House Select Committee on Child, :- Youth
and -Families, and-es a cosponSoie:of.HOilfie Joint,Reiplution '322,-
which *as introdtieedliY Chaiiman Miller of Our coththittee, 'F am
pleased tiyhe here this morning to help bring some attention to
what I think is a very important subject. and one WhiChlas track
ically affected the lives of 'many people.

am sure that this niornirig's testimony*ilr highlight; what
currently, known about-the causes of SIDS, its incidence and possi-
ble fruitful lines for further researCILI:fielcOme the testimony that
we're about to hear because nelieire that increised;pnblic aware-
ness and sensitivity-to the tragedy of- thisproblein will help griev-
ing parents cope, with this sittiation likreasedc attention to the
problem will perhaps stiniulaternajor reserifcli.centeretO do more
research into the causes of atiddeit;infanflieath di:erne-and iden-
tify those infants at risk. Clearly, research needs to be done that

8
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would establislithe necessary relationships to be able to predict in-
dividaal vulnerabilities toward this syndrome.

All of us, I believe, are. hopeful that this researcir.would include
an exploration, into the number of preventiom'activities and 0-
proaches tha would reduce the-number of SIDS cases peryear,

We, in Congress, ,should not havaio be convincedand
think most of us 'need- ,o.-be.conviiiced-of the tragedy of 'SIDS:
Rather; I believe the focus today oughtto be on *hat wetan-reall y.'
do to prevent this tragedy from occurring in aVertincreasing,inci, .
dences.

Those of us,who care strongbvabotit .this; issue..are .hae
to ask some difflcult,qUestions.about, fr,indingaziorities.
funding iaeue not bedauae we,don't..Care,bilt-,:preciably,because.iva
care so Much. I don't want to sugarcoat the7funding,aspeOt because
that,mitselfwoaldbeatragedy. But if ivaare-totat,'MPre,.theri
promises out otthis hearing, then,* need :to: kin)* about the,Prs-),
pects for and' progress toward reducing- thamtimbei OUSIDS cases.

What have wele:arnediri thapiiist.10 or 15-yez-,-,ri of retie-arc- lithat
could guide future efforts and justify adequate Itliding,fer;thase-ef-
forte? It appears that .what little is imown today SIDS shows'
that it is related to prenatal conditions, so the reeeeicli that is
funded for'high-risk infancy and high-risk pregnancy oUht tidelld°
some insight into the OaUseaof SIDS. Has this been thacaiie? What
has been learned from the high;Liak sitifancy.and,-pregianCY re
search that is relevant to SIDS?

Let me today challenge the eXpert. witnesses who will testify
before us to not merely list all the.activitieathey would like fa.see
funded, but also to prioritize their ideas. A', priority' list ofe *hat
ought to be done to make SII)S preventable kl criticalifsupportia
to follow. What is the best tiling. ,we should.do, with the dollars that
we have available.

Finally, I sincerely hope that this hearing will contribute to the
public awareness about the tragedy of -sudden infant death -syn-
drome, that it will, inform and stimulate private university-medical
centers to engage.iii research that identifies the causes of SIDS and-
develop appropriate diagnostic tools to .prediet which infants are
prone to develop this disease. But most important of all,' I-hPpe.by
focusing attention on sudden infant death syndromethat -we,can
offer some conifort to parents that the American people do .care
about these victims and want to find a cure for this baffling and
tragic disease.

Mr. GARCIA. Congressman Rowland.
Dr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend you and

Chairman Miller for having this hearing, and also Mr. Coats. I
think it is so very. important.

You talk about the tragedy of this particular disease-and .1
assume it is a disease; 'we'll learn more about that as we go ,along.
If you wake up in the Morning and find,vihat-You thought was an
apparently healthy child dead..m the crib, it is almost unexplaina-
ble the amount of digress that this L _ gs on afaMily. Asa physi-
cian, I have personally witnessed this type of'situation and I can
tell you it is terrible.

It is a very perplexing problem. We're just beginning to make, I
think, some inroads into the causes of it. I-think it is going to take

9
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a lot of researchecause it is so evasive. It is so 'difficult to deter,'
mine why it -is happening, and it is going to take along tiraistO
determine the' causes.

I think it is Yery important for us to be involved herein' supply-
ing whatever help -vie ,can; in reaching into this area andlearnutg.
more about it. I commend the -people who are, here this morning
also for coming and all that you, do to try. teifind-otit justAihatls
taking lace.

you, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. Gear/A. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Blast. Think you; Mr. Chairinan. I want itilliankYou'and

Chairman ,arranging' =Ibis hearing..-,Since Wahavoallimit
ed 'amount of' time, anewe have so niany.people hereto .testify;
will subniiV niy-statenient-for the record.

Mr. GaitaA., Without objeetion.
-[The statementoMon. Thomas J:-Bliley, follciwsl

GrrenclariT or Hort. Taoism J.14.nix, Js.
Mr. Chairman,-I appreciate the opportunity tc ,..irajCiPatein this joint' h .to)

learn more about how we are combating the serious problem:Tof:Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome, (SIDS).- I am here as a' member of two, of thethrep Subcommittees
sponsoring thillearing and that fpct indicates, the depth, of rnyconcern.abant the,health of our children. .

SIDS is re.terrille afflicticnla its deeiruttionlr: theqife-of infints
and In the impact that-it-can have ortthafamiliti orThavictims.,ApPiterimately
7,000 infants die of. SIDS every year..Becauseitheret,is isin'certain ..explanitioanf-
what causes. SIDS or what wecan do taprevent ita ocruirenee, thareli a great deal-
of misundaritanding and fear,,eittached Wit. The inability of physicians to;datects
symptoms of SIDS or to prevent it 'Other tinny bY Monitoring,-cause ism* nevi:Oar:i,
enta to have an inordinate fear of SIDS. The anxiety'cauaed by worrying tweedy
about this problem and the guilt feelings of, parents who;have.lost children to
often cause other severe, problems in family relationships.

I applaud the three Subwmniltteee'for holdinethie hearing. J,lc;ok fora:4 to'the
testimony and I anticipate joining in further action that maybe necessary-at the
Congressional level to end the te -rror"andlhe family destruction thatcan be caused
by Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

Mr. GARCIA. Also, without objection, we will insert into the
record at this point the statement of Congressman'Waxmen,'chaii-
map of the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, Com-
mitteeen Energy and Commerce.

[The statement of Hon. Henry A. Waxman.followsl
STATEMENT or HON. HENRY A: WAXMAN, CHAIRMAN, SURCOMMITITE ON }IDA= AND

ens Errvntormarrr
The birth of a healthy, happy baby is among life's greatest gifts. Its a moment

that couples hope for, plan for, and work for. And it's a moment that couples expect
to becomeliterallya lifetime of joy as they watch their baby grow to adulthood
and perhaps, like themselves, to parenthood.

But for thousands of families, this moment is never fulfilled. Instead, it is cut
short by an unexpected and unexplained killer known as Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome or "SIDS." This condition strikes its victims quietly, quirky, and seemingly
without pain. But for ,their parents, the pain is uuneasurable and it never goes
away.

Today's joint hearings are on SIDS -=on what we already know and on what we
still need to knowaboutthis tragic and traumatic disease.

Through the work of the National Institutes of Health and private foundations,
promising research work is well underway. And through the maternal and child
health block grant, States are able to provide counseling services to SIDS families
and education services to the general public.

These efforts have been helpful, but they'have not been enough:

10
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Federal research dollars into the cause of SIDS have declined significantly 'during.
the last several years. Yet over 7,000 babies die of SIDS each year. SIDSseach year.,
SIDS continues toe is the number one cause "of death-in infants after the first
week of lifeAt kills- more babiesin:their first year thefr,:ehild'abupe, cystic fibrosis,,
car accidents, and cancer combined., . =-!*1 t

Because of cutbackir brought about thrieigh the 4etieioPment of the niaternal and.
child health block greet, theeGAO bits repOrted that the number

the
proViding.

SIDS-related programs has decreased. Some States have reduced the type oramount
of 'aervia3 thepoffer;tothers hare beea'forcedtto drop their - programs altogether,
Few, if any, new progriuxus have Veen started.

We must.do better:than thil4And vre:.can do-better:thiathis. Butleith.laiteci
financial, resourcethe job won't, be:riasy: Today'iltearings.mark the beginning,
howeVer: and' I am_pIesiect that the Subcominittee ohlieilth and tha.giVironment-,
Ia cipating in this effort. t,

,may be slow, but 'it can% be micle."fhat moment birth shohld
become a-lifetime of joy for all,beibieelaiid their 'Ne.,Can make that happen.,
And with the guidance of today's'expert"witoesses, Tain.confierint trie.:will make,
that happen'. .

.

Mr.-GARcak. My vita and I just flew :ittAlus" _thornth* Oroni:t-NeW'
York City. On the flight aslced:hetif'she:wantOd to .testify and
reL.Rte to this comnuttee and for the record the,actuak-ek,Pepthices-
that we experienced es grandparents when:we lost our: grandchild
Alex just aboutii year agb.I'do apPreciate:the panel giying me this
opportunity to let my.wifetestify:

Jane, Why d. 't youproCeed.

2TATEMT0170F JANE GARCIA
Mrs. JAIE GAtoti.. Thank you, Mr. Chairthan.:
I am a member of this'. panel and:S, Member:of the hoard of .tlie

National Sudden Infant-Death'SyndietheYoundation aka result of
the loss of our grandchild. This griiiiV,h1Wheen extrethelit'iristite-;
mental in helping all' of us,

This
hUsband;ialnk'familY, .to ibid

some stabilitr and, obviously, our OWnlaith:iatlie,bther factor.
Edward Alexander Power was born August:14' 198,Wirithiledfed`

December 11, 1984. That's -16 months., Wereftensineletion'ithriel*ell,
and still do today, Why' this child'onlk *eat such of
time-with 'IA think that; if-for no otherli-easoni:his- opining: into
the world and'hifi leaving haVe made fOr cther-r4ople'to
suffer less.. andele understand,niiiiii-Whit.thas happened` to them
with a crib death or SIDS. 'PerhtiPti it,wasn't

My husband and 1- were on atcongreasionat delegation in South
America with the Congressional Hispanic Caucua7 'We yrereAn
Peru, and Bob was wait' to see the -President of Pail. He re-
ceived a call from our son' that there as einergeney. The emer-
gency was that our grandson was in the hdepital and. he.Was deed.
They had been able to resuscitate him artificially--his heart was
beatingbut he was brain dead.

It took us 24 hours to get from Lima, Peru; -to Albany, where
they were. When we arrived; we only had to look at that child 1
minute to realize that he.wan not with us any more, °in ite of the
heroic efforts of every doctor available. Specialists and pediatri-
cians were gathered around. Our son-and-daughter-in-law were-so
devastated because it was so completely incomprehensible:,

My daughter-in-law had a very normal pregnancy. She was at.
tended by a physician continuously. She dvin t Smoke or drink or
gain too much weight or too little weight. It was all perfectly fine.
Te child was born by caesarean section but was a perfectly
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normal child. He never was sick. He had two colds in his life and a
very sunnithsposiVori.

And yet she *weatitaiiiork one morning and the child was put
down for a nap, and an hour later, whe*hcvics to be 4/oken,gp, he
was dead.' There was no accident, there was no poisoning, :RV?*
was no sign of anything jrntawaid:

.An autopsy was -done loW.: and tis' eges, *are -Seni4a Mount
Sinai Medical, because my husband is---iin,the board of directors,
there. We tried to use evar available resource The answer was
always theSaiiieSIDS.:Lriuied,foiii childien and! nevar head of
it. This was my first introchiatiOn:

-There- is Something ii0inniitutal` natfirwand there
is something so completely iithiattion**.i.dhilit dyingbecause
this is the beginning of life:Therelii:iin,-Wail Can Comnagniatitate-
anyone in this room the absolute devastation felt Wits, as fiartints, .

to watch, your ahildaUffer'tin:.ii way that is absolutely
bleming himself,7takiiieth drink;, a boy who doesn't drink, would
go out at night and with it,hogla af.h:rtirAi/oct-g-4*Eiy.fraM
everyone.

7:0We all Iiii&deeP that 'hiough`c, us iatagether
again. In the wake of all of-this, thalifily,aiitlet for.* taltalk
about it, because there was no other thing

The first coirimmiica6on.that*wt4iadfronitanyozie,else relatively
soon after the loss of thia,chilcl was 'from., thaiNation4Birdden
Infant Death Foundation. Their 'Our
rescue. At first we 'rejected them because We didn't' wine to believe
that Alex had died of sudderililfarit death. Tliera:had 14' be anothei.
eiplanation, an-exiilanatiOn
haps the doctors, couldn't :find: right *.iiiiay; But as tmie pass&l we
realized that this was the inedical-arijiwar;and'whad/fo acetit
orweweregomgtogocrazy ,: t .

-Then my -daughter-m-law..begin to,giverrne' the literature She
works in the Albany mental health. facility :aid is more
medical issues. She was, searching for a reason aliWall,:saI hinktshe was the first person tiireact-tathifi.in.a. nering.itai.*She was
the first person to introduce me to,tlicaouridation work.
She found it, a consolationI could eiesha.didt-tio'I felt it was im-
portant that Iffillow suit.

But the w,ord of mouth is what really brought)to-my satisfactionfthat we were not alone as a family. InIalkiiigA people, rnrely,did
a conversation coma up that somebodythat I spoke to,-or that Bob
spoke to, or my son and daughter-in-law-spoke toodid,not have an
experience in their familiar did not know, of one:,I began to think
that this is an extraordinarily prevalent thing in this day and age,
with all the modern technical advances that we have,that children
are dying, and they are dying for no,apparent reason. We don't
know the reasons. 1.,

My husband and I went to Spain on a mission 'in August, we
were quite unprepared. I had left.my suitcase in New York and
was unable to pick it up. When Igot to the. conference in Toledo, I
didn't have any clothes to change into,,and we were going talie
there for about 3 days. So the former mayor's wife came to my
rescue and said she would take me to some stores.

2
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I don't remember how the conversation came up.,,The first store .

we went into was a combination lingerie and infant .store. Iii the
interim, my daughter-in-law had, beenzpregnantdUring:thismliOle
ordeal. But God,inhis infinite -viiiaoni, apparently
was doing and sent us another healthy hope;that,
nothing happens to him He is 6 months'

As a gtandmother, naturallyj spend aiipinordmine ,amOunt- of
time thinking about my grandchild..iSil, inleeing:ihiainfant store,.
I said, "Oh, there's acme cloth & there;and Intttpsee80,10.ba1iy
clothes." We of to talking,'anaii,h6.asked Trhisiat bur.firitgr:and- ,
child?" I said, "Well, yes ,and 'no," Started tb'telLher the
story. She looked at me :in the mostAiitined witit",-treidly :quite
shocked, and I thought she was, you know, overreacting to,,nzy. feel-.
ings. And she said, -loeit..a child, too., Iletit,a child 6 years ago,k 1.4-- 4 .who was only 45 dayii Old."'

We went to another store, and she warned me that the woman in `7-
the store had recently lost a child. I was really *Prised .to hear
because I thought we had a rather unique experience,, Where Aleit
was 16 months old, and most of the 611dren,you,read::abont or
hear about are a few months old, or a few days oIL whickis one of
the reasons why we wanted to reject this from Our mind;that it was 4,
possible. .

There- were- the three of us in Toledo, Spain, sitting on thefloor
of a small boutique, talking about-sudden infant- death and how it
had changed our Ives, J.1 of us, and what we were doing about it.
That galvanized the= into thinking what they could be doing in.,
their town to organize, or perhaps m Spain to organize what they
call "Muerte Subita de Infante.",.

I tell that just as an anecdote because I think at that moment I
realized how important it was and that is the reason fm here. I am
not submitting a written testimony because I don't thiolv-I could do
this twice, write it and then read it.

I think, the most important thin,/ we have to get out is the lea
that this can happen to .anyone, under any set of.circumstances-
and at any time. I know that Congressman :Rowland, a medics'
doctor, knows that that's true. You are totally unaware. We don't
know enough about this to know what we can-do. to,preventiit. A
child that goes to a pediatrician every ,month; andithe pediatrician
cannot anticipate that he's going. to be dead the next clay. 'I .think
this is a very serious thing and all of us in this rooin andall of us
in this country and all of us in this world should be concerned. No
child is out.of danger until we have a cure. To get there we must
provide research tools, whether it be money, people or organiza-
tions to eradicate this completely in the 20th century. There should
be no crib deaths.

Thank you very much.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank.you very much, Jane.
We have been joined by some other Members of Congress. Mr.

McKernan of Maine, Mr. Welgren from Pennsylvania, and Con-
gressman Wolf from Virginia. Congresswoman Schroeder was here
as well as Congressman.Sikorsky of Minnesota.

Today we have three panels of witnesses. Our first panel is com-
prised of Dr. Marie Valdes-Dapena, Professor of pathology and pedi-
atrics, University of Miami, and chairman and president of the Na-
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timid SIDS Foundation; Dr. Frederick Mandell, who is clinical as-
sociate professor of pediatrics Harvard University, and the
vice chairman of the NationarSIDS Foundation; and' Dr. Charlotte
S. Cati;'who iê Chief' Of the Pregnancy and Peilnitology, Branch,
Centee for Research for Mothers and 'Chlidren? NatiOnal Institute
of Child Health'and Huniafi'DevolopMent..

Dr Dapend and Dr: Mandell will provide us an overview of the
rearch and clinical persPeettri: on,, SIDS, and Di. 'Cati will
update us on theledifral GOvernment's regearcli program, effort.

I guess we will start off iiith;DiArtildesDaiiezia

STATEMENT OF MARIE L VALDES-60EN* 1,1.6:;/,ROFESSOR OF
PATHOLOGY AND Tp.mikiluts-,:,U,NIVERSITY OF MIAMI; AND
CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT, NATIONAL Rim; touripmgolt
Dr. VALDE&DAPENA. Thank you, Mr: Garcia.
Ladies and gentlemen, people in.Miami call me Dr: Dapena. I am

professor of pathology and pediatrics at the University! of Miami,
School of Medicine. . ,;

I haveteemengaged in research in the area of crib death for the
last 27 years, and I have watched our concept concerning-that phe-
nomenon change 180 degrees in those almost 8 decades. There jell°
question but that we have madet, progress in ,tour understanding of
this entity, but we do have away to go. n

The elements of progress that are .most evident' to me; Of course,
concern anatomic pathology because that's the nature of my own
work. We now know, as we did not 15 years ago; that theSe babies
are structurally a little bit different from normal In very subtle
ways that one can_ determine only in large groups of babies 'and
with what are called morphometric studies, which is to say ei,ad$-
ing the tissues under a inicroscope: n

There are three ways that standout in which we' .( --etty sure
they look different from normal at autopsy. One of th' i thelact
that they do retain what is called baby fat around the adrenabi. Ex-
_Idly how that is to be interpreted no' one knows.

Second, they are continuing to make red blood cells in the liver,
something which little babies are supposed to stop doing at :the
time they get ,born...These babies are still -niaking red blood cells.
Whether that means they are slightly anemic or not ig un.known.,

Last, and most importantly, these babies have changes in a-cer-
tain part of the braiii, the back part of the brain called the brain-
stem, which are pathological, another feature that Wain% recog-
nized 25 years ago. They have an abnormal iumber of What are
called glia cells, which is like scarring' of the brainstein, in areas
that are critical to the regulation of breathing, of the actionrof the
heart, and of swallowing.

All of these are bits of new information that have shed light on
the nature of the baby in an anatomical way.

Now, in addition to that,' on account of studies which were
launched by the National Institute of Child Health and Dkelop-
ment in 1979, we know more about how -these babies function dif-
ferently from normal, but only when you look at them in large
groups, which is what the NICHD did:They looked at 840 babies
scattered in six centers across the country and they discovered that

14
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these babies in large numbers, if you look at them like that are
not thriving well in utero.

We had always thought back in the early days that they were
perfectly healthy, bouncing baby children,.and that there was noth-
mg wrong. It was as 'though they were struck by lightening. In fact.,
that doesn't appear to be true at all. These are babies who suffer
what is called intra- uterine growth retardation. They are. born not
at the 50th percentile but at the 40th ,percentile in regard to; body
weight and body length and head circumference. They are not
q,4ite up to snuff.

In addition, they continue to drop in all of those parameters
during their short span of life. They drop behind control living in-
fants appreciably, measurably, and to a statistically significant
degree. They are not thriving quite so well as we had thought.

The difficulty is that you can't tell that one, baby at a tune. The
ipopulation as a whole includes too many babies who have a little

bit of growth failure. But we do recognize, when we look at them in
large numbers, that they aren't quite doing as well as we had
thought.

In addition, they differ from living babies, again as a group, in
the way that they function on the first day of life. They have a
m dre rapid heart rate, they breathe in a more rapid fashion, they
are more often ill during their short lives, and they are more often
hospitalized.

From the NICHD cooperative study we also know that there are
differences in mothers, something we hadn't realized 20 years ago.
The single mother who is most at risk is the teenager, and the
women also at exceedingly high risk are women who smoke. All of

ithese are new bits of information. So you can see that we have
made appreciable progress in the last two decades.

But we have a way to go. It is difficult to understand how we're
-7oing to make it if we don't have enough money coming out of the

. In 1981, %3 million was avoiliable for SIDSassociated re-
search. Last year, it was $600,000.

Now, one of the most important studies that has been done in
recent times is that of Dr. Hannah Kinney at Boston Children's
Hospital and at Harvard. It is she who is at the preoent time work:
ing on the brainstem to elucidate what is happening in the brain-
stem, what's going wrong with it, why it looks the way it looks.
Her project for work on the braii.-4,1m, which is critical, was ap-
proved in October. She was applying for $300,000 a year for S
years. Her project was approved. and it of funded, but for half of
the application-3150,000. She wanted 3300,000 and I think that
was not an inflated budget. If she had obtained that, it would have
been half of all of the projected budget for last year.

Clearly, that isn't enough. We are not going to get good research
done by highly qualified people unless they apply knowing there's
a chance that they're going to get projects like that funded. They
won't even apply. niey won't show up if the money isn't there.

There are things that need to be done, and we know some of
them now. One of the things we need to know is how to prevent
this during pregnancy. Since the seeds are apparently sown in
pregnancy, what can we do to prevent those adverse influences
from occurring in the first place.

15
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The second thing that needs to be doneds a lot more work in the
neuroaciences. We don't even know what is normal in the growth
and development of the brairatem in utero. There is a lot of c-fork
that needs to be done there, and it cannot be dmie by less than the
best researchers in pediatric neuropathology.

Last, and most importantly, we still don't know how to identify
the individual baby who is apt to die like this. We have a way to goand ) have to have money to do it.

I thank you.
[The statement of Dr. Valdes-Dapena follows; also included are

responses to written questiOnsl

A
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TESTIMONY FOR HEARING
ON H.J. RESOLUTION 322

Subcommittee on Census and Population
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Thursday, Novevber 14, 1985

Marie A. Valdes-Dapens, H.D.
Professor of Pathology and Pediatrics, University of Miami

Chairman and President, National SIDS Foundation

The sudden infant death syndrome or crib death is by definition the

sudden, and unexpected death of an infant who has seemed well - -which death

remains unexplained following complete post-gorten examination. About

7,000 infants die in this manner, each year, in this country. And as

far as can be ascertained that number is not diminishing.

There is probably more than one cause for the phenomenon and it

seems likely that a few of those have already come to light, namely

central apnea and infant botulism.

Although there have been no single, so-called break-throughs in

research in this arena in the last 15 years, investigators around the

world have succeeded--in that span of time--in clarifying much of what

A

was unclear concerning SIDS as a whole.
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In the mid1970's excitement ran high when Dr. Alfred Steinschneider

proclaimed spontaneous, repetitive episodes of not-breathing (or apnea)

as being a major mechtillsm for causation. That hypothesis appealed greatly

to pediatricians because it meant that they might, first of all, identify

the susceptible baby (as he was having those episodes of not breathing--in

the night) and interveno to save his life with an in-home monitor.

That burst of enthusiasm resulted in two changes of direction. The

first, for cliniciana, was the widespread use of monitors in the home as

a service to families and the second was a marled change in the kinds of

research undertaken, such that most of it nnw relates to this issue of the

overlap between unexplained apnea and SIDS.

As far as service is concerned no one knows for certain whether or

not in -home monitors have changed the SIDS death rate--or numbers. It

is clear that they must be used when babies have life-threatening episodes

but whether they have reduced the death rate among subsequent siblings,

for example, or not--is as yet unknown. At the moment the Zecision to use

a home monitor, in any given situation, is the pediatrician's. It depends

upon his beat judgemert.

In the realm of research, there have been important spin-offs from

investigations aimed at exploring that hypothesis. One is the dit..overy

that apparently, when examined very carefully, the tissues of some SIDS

victims at autopsy are a little different from normal. One of the most

significant of these is the brainstem where control centers for breathing

18
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and heart action are located; the brain stems of SIDS victims do show slight

but definite 'scarring'. This is a critical issue because of the location.

That port of lesion could be part of the cause or represent an effect, but

the fact that it exists is significant and news to us all. Some very

sophisticated work is underway not at Boston Children's Hospital to refine

our understanding of this important research discovery.

One of the most exciting investigative developments in the last decade

has been the conduct and completion of the NICED Multicenter Cooperative

Epidendologic Study of SIDS which began in 1979. Barloying six study centers

scattered across the length and breadth of the nation, this work has brought

to light detailed analyses of the lives of 840 validated crib death babies,

and has provided, for comparison, two sets of living control infants--one

matched for age only and the other for age, birth weight and race. All

of the autopsies were performed during a period of lig years and then over

the ensuing 2 years all of the historical and epidemiologic data concerning

both the crib death babies and control infants were collected and the autop-

sies certified (or not) by a panel of forensic and pediatric pathologists.

This project is monumental and is currently providing us with the

largest and most reliable body of epidemiologic information ever available.

A few of the historical features of future victims have been reported thus

far. Of special intarest among them are the following:

(1) Regarding OPT (Diptheria - Pertussis - Tetanus) injections, control

';

ue
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infants had received more DPT shots in temporal proximity to the date in

question than had crib death babies--suggesting that these immunizations

are not (in any major way) related to the sudden infant death syndrome.

(2) The SIDS victims exhibited retardation of growth and development prior

to birth confirming earlier impressions that the seeds of SIDS are planted

during intra-uterine life.

(3) Crib death babies fell behind even ideally matched controls in regard

to growth and development after birthlosing ground progressively the longer

they lived--making it clear that, as a group, these infants are not thriving

so well as we had thought.

(4) On the first day of life, the SIDS infants bad:

a) a more rapid heart rate, and

b) more rapid respiration than controls indicating that

they function differently in some ways as soon as

they are born.

(5) The 840 SIDS victims were:

a) more often ill during their too short lives, and

b) more often hospitalized than were control infants.

It is true that the clinical manifestations of the infants vulnera-

bility during the first days of life are so minor, so subtle, that even

20
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the most astute neonatologiat cannot--at the present time--identify the

individual potential victim. However, when such babies are studied retro-

spectively, by the hundreds, as in collaborative projects, it becomes

apparent that many or most of these infants who subsequently die suddenly,

unexpectedly, and inexplicably are indeed different from normal, in a few

special ways, on the very day of birth.

We Also know now that although anybody's baby can succumb to crib death,

there are certain types of mothers who are more at risk than others. Above

all else it is clear that SIDS occurs most frequently in lower socio-economic

groups. Around the world--in every nation--it is the children of those

mothers who are most deprived, socially and economically, who are most suscep-

tible. In Australia, it is the children of the aborigines, and in our nation,

of the native Americans. Race, in itself, is irrelevant--but -other's welfare

is critical. We also know with certainty now that teenage mothers are much

more vulnerable than women in their 20's and 30's and that smoking mothers

are at substantially increased risk.

Because there is no sound evidt...e today that the numbers of crib deaths

occurring annually in this country have diminished in the last decade, this

new insight provides us with direction for the research which should be

undertaken in the near future. Two avenues of investigation demnd our

attention: (1) the development of diagnostic capability to the point at

which we will be able to identify these subtly different, slightly handicapped

infants who are particularly susceptible--while
they are still in the new
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born nursery, and (2) the preparation of c program r.f prevaltion based upon

Improvement of maternal well being.

The research required new, including (a) improvement of the pedia-

tririan's diagnostic capability, (b) development of a plan for prevention

and (c) futther investigat.ens of the central nervous system in these

infants is expensive. It dictates an increase in federal support.

Federal Research Dollars Awarded for
SIDS and SIDS Related Research Grants and
Contracts (Listed in Hill:ons of Dollars)

Fiscal Year

Category 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

SIDS' Specific $ 2.704 $ 3.368 $ 2.763 $ 1.780 $ .657

High Risk
Infancy 6.097 6.315 5.443 5.719 5.863

High Risk
Pregnancy 8.095 9.083 8.254 9.073 10.664

TOTAL $16 896 $18.766 $16.465 $16.572 $17.184
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JOINT HEARING ON SUDDEN IMAMS DEATu SYNDROME (SIDS) BEFORE THE SUBCOMMIME
ON CENSUS AND POPULATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE.
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN. YOUTH. AND FAMILIES. AND THE SUBCOM417TEE
ON HEALTH AND TEE ENVIRONMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND CO.: 21= -
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14. 1985.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO:

Marie A. Vildes-Dapena, M.D.

1. Is sudden infant death syndrome as much of a problem today as it was 10

years ago? Or. has the problem been diminishing in recent years?

RESPONSE: The sudden infant death syndrome is indeed as much of a

problem today as it vas 10 years ago. According to all reliable

data, the problem has not diminished In recent years. As examples.

accurate records have been kept on SIDS deaths over the last decade

in such locations as Aukland, New Zealand, Zing County. Washington.

and Ulmstead County, Minnee,..i. These records reveal that the rate of

SIDS (approximately 2 per 1000 live births) has remained the mama over

that period of time.

2. What kinds of activities and research woeld you advocate if SIDS were

allocated five million dollar'?

RESPONSE: Like the .'ficial planning committee of the NICHD, I woull

look first to further research in the nrosciences--both morphologic

and biochemical. I would also advocate further neurophysiologic

studies of control of respiration and heart rate. As importantly, I
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would advocate research directed toward identification of the potential

victim and toward identification of measures for prevention of those

estational or prenatal factors which ace= to predispose the infant

before birth.

1. What is the profile of a baby who would be a good candidate for monitoring

for SIDS?

RESPONSE: Examples of infants that are good candidates for monitoring

for SIDS include:

a, Infants who have experienced severe, life threatening episodes of

apnea (breathing stoppage) during sleep, and who require resuscitation;

b. Very low birhweight infante;

c. Infants of opiate addicted mothers.

These infants have a risk which is significantly greater than that of

the population in general.

There is research currently underway which attempts to develop screering

tools that will identify infants, with or without symptoms, who are t,t

risk for prolonged infantile apnea or for SIDS.

4. Currently. al. there any diagnostic teats which assist physicians in

determining potential SIPS victims?

RESPONSE: Such tests are being explored at this time, but there are no

reliable, valid screening tools currently available for mash application.

As the result of investigations of large numbers of SIDS victims, it is

important to note that researchers have discovered clinical abnormalities
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as early as the first dny of life. But chase clinical signs of infant

vulnerability are, as yet, too subtle to alloy the detection of the

individual potential victim.

5. Nov that the country is once again in the midst of a baby boom, are there

any pteventativo measures that pregnant women and new mothers and fathers

can utilize?

RESPONSE: Pregnant women tend to worry abaft,: the welfare of their

unborn babies. In the past two generations, their concern focused on

the possibilitj of bearing a child with a birth def t. Nowadays crib

death worries them too.

Crib cf.-each, also known as the sudden infant death syndrome. is the

sudden and unexpected death of an infant rho has seemed well and whose

death has remained unexplained after the performance of an adequate

autopsy. Just as physicians have not found a way to obviate the great

majority of birth defects; e.g.. congenital heart disease, neither can

they prevent crib death. We now know however that the risk of crib

death is approximately 2 of every :000 babies born alive which means

chat 998 of those 1,000 infants vial not be affected. As research

advnces our knowledge, we cntiipate that prevention will become a

reality.

6. What do you believe are the most promising areas of research to pursue today?

RESPONSE: Please see response to question /2

p
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7. Have there been or are there any private research efforts on SIDS? Are there

any joint research efforts between the private organization(s) and the federal

government?

RESPONSE: 7a) Private Research Efforts for the Sodden Infant Death Syndrome:

NO. OF PROPOSALS*
Organization krimary SIDS SIDS-Related

American Lung Association 6

March of Dices 1 4

National Center for the
Prevention of SIDS

National SIDS Foundation 6

*Documentation is provided on pages 6-10

7b) Joirt research efiorts supported by both private and federal

funds:

1) Coping with a SIDS Loss: Psycho - Social Iupact and Pre-

dictors of Adjustment

Camille Norman, Ph. D.
Roxane silver, In" D.
Institute for Social Research
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. Michige-

114s research began with a Student Research Fellowship

awarded by the National SIDS Foundation to Pozen.. Silver

and Jesus Fernandez under the supervision of Dr. Camille

Wortman. The questionnaire used in the study was further

refined with consultation o: Certain Szybist. then Execu-

tive Director of the National S1L3 Foundation. With this

work as the baso. Dr. Vortman and Dr. Silver then applied

to the Dureae of Maternal and Child Health and were
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awarded a 6-year grant to pursue this research. The

project is now in its last year.

2) A Quantitative Morphologic and Neurochemical Study

of the Brainstem in SIDS

Hannah Kinney, N.D.
Department of Neuroscience'
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Boston, Massachusetts

Beginning in the spring of 1984, the National SIDS

Foundation began providing seed money for.the pre-

liminary research necessary for Dr. Kinney to make

application for major federal funds from the National

Institute of Child Health 6 Human Development to

carry out this 5-year project of primary SIDS

research.

NICHD has awarded a grant tr. Dr: Kinney for 501 of

the support that the project calls for. The National

SIDS Foundation will continue to interest its Chapters

end other donors in continued support of this impor-

tant research.

27
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AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION: SIDS-Related Research

Primary Emphasis: Respiratory Distress
in Infants

1) Respiratory Disease in Pre-Term Infants--Role of Ureaplasma,
Urealyticum and Mycoplasma Hominis

Richard L. Wasserman, M.D.
University of Texas Health Science Center
Dallas, Texas

2) Factors Controlling the Development of Anti-oxidant Enzyme System
of the Fetal Lung--Identical to or Separate from the Control
Factors of Surfactant Development

Allen D. Stiles, M.D.
Brigham & Women's Hospitals
Joint Program in Neonatology
Boston, Massachusetts

3) Ductus Arteriosus Therapy in Surfactant Treated Pre-term Baboons
with Hyaline Membrane Disease

Mrinalini C. Rao, Ph.D.
Department of Physiology & Ricphysics
University f Illinol,--Chicago--Health Science Center
Chicago, T.iinois

4) Non-invasive Determinant of Respiratory System Mechanics During
Mechanical Ventilation for Acute Respiratory Failure

Carl A. Gruetter, Ph.D.
Department of Pharmacology
Marshall University School of Medicine
Huntington, West Virgie.a

5) Re laZion of the Differentiation of Isolated Fetal Pneumocytes

Ricoard J. David, M.D.
Children's Memorial Hospltol
Chicago, Illinois

6) The Role of Insulin in Secretory Process of Cultured Type 2 Cells

Martha Brunner, Ph.D.
Department of Physiology
School of Dentistry
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland
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,- MARCH OF DIMES: ZSIDS & SIDS-related Research

iR:',.

1. .., 1) To learn whether a simple teat of respiratory control mechanism

),-,- in low veight newborns predicts individual risk for SIDS.

it
ke Carl E. Hunt, M.D.

Children's Memorial Hospital
i'r:,- Chicago, Illinois

23
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2) To study a mechanism by which brief obstruction of the throat May
inhibit the urge to breathe in premature babies and those at

special risk for SIDS.

Oommen T. Mathew, M.D.
Department of Pediatrics
University of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston, Texas

3) To devise a test for vulnerability to life threatening nd brain
damaging episodes of airway obstruction in babies with Pieriel:
Robin syndrome and other conditions (ptematurity, "near-liss-SIDS,"
achondroplasia, Down syndrome, et al)

4) To look for long term abnormalities in neuro-behavioral development.
of infants who have suffered episodes of prolongedbreathing arrest,
to study effects on families of home monitoring to prevent SIDS, and.
to explore links between infant breathing control' problems and pre-
natal exposure to alcohol, nicotine, caffeine and other drugs.

Debra Bendell, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology and Behavioral Sciences
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

5) To complete follow up examination of children who have eiperienced
new born crises such as asphyxia and brain bleeding, and were eval-
uated for possible predictors of SIDS, developmental delays and
other adverse long tern outcomes.

Lewis T. Lipsitt, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island

NATIONAL CENTER FOR TR PREVENTION OF SIDS: SIDS-related Research

1) Inf.tiation of a national medical examiners' network for the
purpose of collecting ideal control cases (e.g., accidental
deaths of normal infants) for use in SIDS research studies

everywhere. Because this material is almost impossible to

obtain in numbers sufficient for statistically significant
results, it is every researcher's problem.

Alfred Steinschneider, M.D.
American SIDS Institute
Atlanta, Georgia
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RESEARCH APPROVED & FORDED BY THE NATIONAL SIDS FOUNDATION

1) SIDS Recurrence Risk Estimation

Donald Peterson, M.D. 1983 ff
School of Public Health
Univerdity of Washington
Seattle, Washington

2) A Quantitative Morphologic 6 Neurochemical Study of the Brainstem
in SIDS

Hainah Kinney, M.D. 1984 ff
Department of Neurosciences
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Boston, Massachusetts

3) Cadliraindiem Deficits Explain Risk for SIDS?

Joan Hodgman, M.D. 1984 ff
Toka Hoppenbraiers, Ph.D.
Los Angelea'County/USC Medical Center
Los Angeles, California 90033

4) Investigation of SIDS: Analysis of Brainstem Lipids, Lipid Specific
Enzymes 6-Their Relationship to SIDS

William T. Lowry, Ph.D. 1984 ff
Southwestern Medical School
University of Texas
Dallas, Texas

5) Surfactant 6 the Possibility of its Relationship to the Pathogenesis
of SIDS

T. Allen Merritt, M.D. 1984 ff
Division of Neonatal Medicine
University Hospital
University of Califoria at San Diego
San Diego, Califot..ia

6) Rol', of Endorphin in SIDS

Dennis W. Neilson, M.D.
James K. Wamaley, Ph.D.
John Wallace Graham, M.D.
College of Medicine
Medical Center
University ol Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Research Approved & Funded by the National SIDS Foundation

7)

8)

9)

Further Investigation of the Physiological Significance of the
Increased Tissue Lead Levels Found in SIDS & Comparison of the
Epidemiology of in utero Lead Exposure to the Epidemiology of SIDS

Laura L.Hillman, M:D.
Marilyn M. Erickson, Ph.D.
Division of Neonatology
Department of Pediatrics
Washington Udiversity School of Medicine
St. Louis, Missouri

1982 ff

Assessment of the Value of Longitudinal Brainstem Auditory Evoked
Potentials in Identifying Infants at Risk for SIDS & in Monitoring
Those Identified as Being at Nigh Risk

Janes J. Stockard, M.D., Ph.D. 1982 ff
Doris A. Ttauner, M.D.
Ronald Coen, M.D.

Departments of Neurosciences & Pediatrics
School of Medicine
University of California at San Diego
San Diego, California

Endorphins & the Regulation of Respiration

Immanuel' Moss, M.D.
Pediatric Pulmonary Division
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Yeshiva University
Bronx, New York
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'Mr. GARCIA. Thank you very much, Dr. Dapena.
We have been joined by Mr. Monson of Utah.
Dr. Mandell.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK MANDELL, M.D., CLINICAL ASSOCI-
ATE PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, VICE ,

CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL SIDS FOUNDATION

Dr. MANDELL. Thank you, Mr. Chainniui.J am Frederick.:Man-,
dell. I am a children's doctor. I am the Vieeiffiairman of the Na -
tional Sudden Infant Death Sindrorna foundation. iind I :aniaii as-
sociate clinical professor of .pediatrics '31edicat7Scliool.
Over the course of the last some years I guass&haie met with
about 5-600 families, all having lost children to Isuddeeinfant
death syndrome.

I think I would like to tell you that,in October ot191,4,4bysi- ,-

cian was asked to address a small group of parentswhOee Oluldren
died suddenly and unexpectedly. The physician that night iuider-
stood the anguish of young parents whose lives were shattered by
the tragic sudden loss of their infants. He learned thin, the medical
community cared very little about the fate of these families, that,
they were left to fend for themselves after the most, tragic loss of
their existence, and because of that there was a special loneliness
about these parents.

He learned of the taboo about talking about infants who die. He
learned of 'accusations by family and Mende, that in some way
these parents were to blame for the child's death. That physician .,
learned that in spite of the progressing technology, there was still
a mystique, a shrouding of the sudden infant death syndrome..

This is what the physician learned, but 'what he heard Were
echos from young parents, youg fathers and mothers, echos just
like the echos of your children, Mr. Chairman, echos which called
out "Why did my baby die? Why did my baby die?"

That physician was .me. I have subsequently learned why the
sudden infant death syndrome is unique in the spectrum of pediat-
ric disease. It is so because of the devastation of family, of profes-
sional availability, and of self. There are siblings whose big brother
or big sister roles are suddenly terminated by the death of their
new family member. Children do not know that other children can
die. The role of the older sibling is lost and there is a void of devel-
opmental opportunity.

There are new fathers who have accommodated to the experience
of fatherhood, reshaping their world and altering the images of
themselves, their wives and their children. Between the father and
the child there transpired communication from the deepest parts of
both participants. The crisis evoked by the affects of the sudden,
unexpected shattering of that linkage between fathers and infants
is profound.

Physicians themselvesand I am sure Dr. Rowland knows
report that this kind of unexpected loss is soul-searching, with feel-
ings of self doubt, of guilt. They report that their responses to
family are often intertwined with fear of blame, with fear of their
own intellectual inability to provide for themselves an adequate ex-
planation.
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There are few events that so touch the heart as the passing of an
infant in our practice. For pediatric health professionyls, death is
not a visible part of routine Practice. In., spite of, the necessity for
competence awl sensitivity- during this tragic experience, formal
preparation for this kind of support is nonexistent. Caring physi-
cians are saddened, stunned, ,and sometimes 'perplexed, and yet
almost all are still without:tedircationatiirepikirtion:

For parents who have bit a child;:the Ide,Oision*have another is
difficult. It is this death that the 'greateStilifkence on the new
child. Parents are deeply plagued by the poSsibility.oflosirt.an-
other child. Parents require special care as-they compare pregnan-
cies, deliveries, and environments. When a thildis born, the Obiee .
quent child is instantly compared with,arid lives In the shadow of
the dead child.

These distinct conditions test the sensitivities and perceptions,of
the health professional.- The supportive role of unde,rstairding .

human beingsbe it parents or professionalikr-lielp mitigate,
emotions of family pain and the anguiSh of a child dying.

The long-term effects of this wrenching and triiiimatic experience
are not known. A father once asked, "What to the parent
when he is no longer able to hold a child in his arms and see her

,smile?"
For me to have to appear here is both a happy and a sad occa-

sion. I am happy to represent the National Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome Foundation, courageous parents, and my professional'
colleagues. I am sad to have to continue to seek the vital and nec-
essary support for families, for professionals, for research. I am
also sad to have to continue to speak about the Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome.

You see, when I walk into a Meeting today, I tittill hear the echo.
But the echo comes from meetings in every part of this country,
from every lifestyle, and from the clos.--ess of every culture. The
echo is, "Why did my baby die? Why did my baby die?"

Thank you.
Mr. GARCIA. Dr. Catz.

STATEMENT OF CHARLOTTE S. CATZ, M.D., CHIEF, PREGNANCY
AND PERINATOLOGY BRANCH, CENTER FOR RESEARCH FOR
MOTHERS AND CHILDREN, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD
HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVEOPMENT, NATIONAL INSTITUTES
OF HEALTH

Dr. CATZ. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Charlotte Catz, and I am the
Chief of the Pregnancy and Perinatology Branch at the National
Institutes of Health. I am accompanied by Miss Geraldine Norris,
who is the Director of the National SIDS Program of the Division
of Maternal and Child Health at the Health Resources and Serv-
ices Administration.

Mr. GARCIA. If you would excuse me, Dr. Catz, I would just like
to let everybody know that Congressman Alan Wheat of Missouri
has joined us as well.

Dr. CATZ. I have submitted pretty long testimony but I will not
go through it. It's for the record. I will try to summarize and high-
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'..' light some of the aspects of the program of research that the Feder-

al Government supports.
Mr. GARCIA- What we will do,.Dr. Catz; is take your written testi-

mony mid enter it in itSentirety into the record. ,

Dr. CATz. Thank you. .; ,,,
1

Well, there is a historical compopnntyhich We tholighi:would,b,e,, ,
of interest, but what Irwankto Inghligliesisthat the,,b1ICI:1D4rti...-44
gram objectives are the followinytwelyantkto-Sxpand ,thetbase of
knowledge of the SIDS and we wantlt*widerstanditheoauses, un-
derlying the mechaniinne of thosyndr Pie, WeIiitIA.tctidentify.iik
fante who are at risk otbecoming V.ctlina,tand'Nelioiant.to,exPlorie, .,

if any, preventive approaches that Oai4e:taken.yie want,toascei 4 e,tain, by the epiciemiologijal,Oaractaiistidkitth0.shita;,*(4,01
before but also after birth, to clarify therelatiOnship .batween , ,.gh,.
risk pregnancy, high risk infancy in !IDS., We want .0. searoli_ for
SIDS-specific lesions and we wfmt, *elucidate, itseverAdtly,:lias
highlighted-at this,table,,the iiinXtct,Of thaiinidden:ankunalpecteci
death not only on the parents and the'.,-;siblingb,aneextencled,
family, but also on others in the colinnunity: , ',. :. ,I.,,,', ..),,, , :.. -' ' ',.' ,

Dr. Valdes-Dapena has summarized some of the important Ond-
ings of the very large epidemiological study, that e- have support,-,,
ed. The only thing I want to highlight are cerain'cbaractenistica of

4,,,;that child. , 4 .4 .

We know the peak incidence is betweeen the'second and fourth
months of life. We know that deaths occurs riminVduring winter_
months, although as a group they are not exclusive; that, nearly 60

winters.,

percent of all SIDS deaths involve male ,infants, independent of
race; that overall, they are low birth weight infants; that, the mate-
rial age, as was highlighted before, is important, occurring more in
teenage mothers; that black infants art, nearly. three times as Alikely as nonblack infants to be Ei-SEDS Victim. That, is the only

-
- -rp,

ethnic difference that we have found. Hispanics, Asians, and whites, ,

are all within the same incidence of SIDS. That is an important

The education of the mother is also important, as has been men-

,

consideration.

tioned, the smoking, the care that they received. One of the goad

.

:

'1

-1
17A
4....i

news, if we can talk about good news, is the fact that the re ,lation-
,.-.,ship that was thought that existed between a routine vaccination i

for the child and the occurrence of SIDS, did not hold true once
that completed study was evaluated. That is dinportant.

One of the fallbacks of that big important study, the epidemiolog- I,'

ical study, was that there is a pathologic atlas that is being devel-
oped that will be of great use around the country for the proper

--.*diagnosis of the problem. An archive of tissues of SIDS victims has
also been established and can be used by any researcher around ,.4

the world for any idea that they might have in that respect.
The positive things that Dr. Valdes-Dapena has presented are

real, they are there. We also work under very difficult conditions
in the sense that we have to rule outinstead of studying a dis-
ease, we start with an event. We don't start with a sick child that
we can identify. We have looked at infeition. Now, for instance, we
know that a small number of those children had infant botulism 4441

,i
which wasn't known before. It's a small number, but it's a small q

,V,
--...i

4-..t.,...:

..-
,..g.
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number on which we can put some pride that the study had been
done and it's continuing. 4.4

We had also looked at the physiology of that child in order to un-
derstand what happens...Obviously, the child that is born pan
breathe, have a heart function, can eat-btI-sleep and can coordi-
nate that. But how de- they, do it? We have Jearnerraqot-throligh
the program of high risk infancy about-thanOinfaldeVelopnient of -
those children, which is fundamental .amnif higI iriority to under- i:;541
stand what /night be'abnornia14-

The relationship betvieen apneathat is, thevessation of breath,,,r
ingduring small. periods of time which might _Of might,- not be ra-
lated to SIDS still has to be determined. Ilut4it is an iniportant
area of study that is continuingI:6day. .;;)'

We know that some of the studies have necessarily had to look at
the infants that are c,onsidereeat risk, whicWare siblings semi*
victims already, children that we have identified-at high risk for
the epidemiological study. That is the importance of that SfUdy to
give us -leads into where to direct our research.

There has been,a lot of talk about.monitors, and we araplanning
what we calla Consensus development conference for September of
1986, in which a panel of participants who are already starting to
work now will examine all of the available data and not only try to -V

make some sense about what the meaning of that data is, but also
lead into what are the next questions that have to be examined
and supported.

As I said, we know that all these functions have to be - `-#nchro-
nisei. Dr. Valdes-Dapena has mentioned that we actually are
moving into the direction of neurosciences. We know of the pathol-
ogy found in the brainstem. There is another researcher that we
are supporting in Animal models in wItIch small 'amounts of de-
creased oxygen availability was reduced and found the acidity or
alkalinity surrounding the brainstem was different. This is a very
important lead that is being pursued quite actively. So we are look-
ing at the central nervous systein, and we are really issuing very
soonit's ready to be issueda request for applications to. stimu-
late good researchers in the neurosciences to start tbiniOng,about,
sudden infant death and not necessarily on otirir aspects of neuro-
sciences that are as important but could not deny this importance.

So we do feel that there is a certain immaturity, quote-unquote,
whatever that term means, in regard to the healtti of that infant,
and that all the research that the National Institues of .Health is
supporting in regard to high risk infancy, a id high risk pregnan-
cyalthough it has been designated by Congress in the amend-
ment act of 1974has generally related to. SIDS, but acilially they
are very directed to SIDS, directly related to SIDS, although they
are not classified as such. Therefore, when mention has been made
that there is a decrease in funds available for direc4 related re-
search to SIDS, we really have to consider the whole amount that
is being put into those different aspects. If we look at the bottom
line from 1980 to now, there has been a constant and even a pro-
gressively slight increase of ftmdr, around $17 million a year.

Now, obviously it has been said at this table that the problem is
not only the medical-physiological aspet.:.0 but the tragedy of the
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SIDS deaths have been well explained and I don't have to go int
it.

In order to help the families of victims to understand SIDS and
cope with their feelings about the deaths, 'arid to assist the profes-
sionals, the SIDS Act of -1974,direeted,the Division of Maternal and
Child Health of the Health Resources and Seivicee Administration
to support the .SIDSX0Oseling and ,Infoiinatibn- Ptogrami The
services provideitlythisrprogram-ivere coniloh:datectin.198L the
Maternal and Child Haltho[MeliPhlock State as-
zlzimed the respons* CHTa'ogranz, "estab-
lishing priorities, and; oczitintfUndi lordinglys:`'0

So far, alMost 'State .reports Aisinca.VOrtienlbf>its,:block
grant to provide related serv.ices.'There iszalso,supportof re-
search that is related*, serviceS incithotie other:aspectsithatrelat,
ed to education. 'Therefis,Ior *tea* by the:Amerietui MS Insti-
tute in AtlantkPApa program to evaluate the significance :efieer-
tain signs which may identify intaziteat risk, for ,episodes,either of
prolonged apnea, or a siewing dinin.64he heart rata, cwhradycer-
dia, and they are studymg.the siblingeOf SIDSmictime, This's over
a 6-month period that; these infants are studiedayery carefully.
They also have prepared: ittuideline thatis haixid on available
search findings regarding the Clinical Management of infants whoare at increased fir* for-SM`

There are investigations in other universities looking at the
impact of the loss of a child and how caii one predict how parents
can successfully adapt. to such a terrible loss.

There is a demonstration program in West Virginia which 'is es-.
tablishing a statewide ,system to identify infants who need closer
scrutiny and link them Jo apropriate services. This will answer
questions about clinical management of these high-risk infante..

There is also a contract.that supports a National SIDS Clearing-
house which proVides information and educational materials to ev-
erybody that needs it. So we do have all'those things, and plans are
in progress for a National SIDS conference, also to:be held, hi Sep-
tember of 1986, which will be a national forum for exchange of An-
frmation, not only between the"public and private tions
but also with families and everybody involved with iesearch.

So we have this broad array of research, demonstration; service
anui information activities of the Public Health Service which is fo-
cused really on the elimination of SIDS and the pain that it in-flicts.

In addition to the NICHI) there are other NIH institutes that are
involvedthe Food and Drug Administration, the Centers for Dis-
ease Control, the National Center for Health Statistics, the Admin-
istration for Children, Youth and Familios, and groups such as the
American Academy of Pediatrics, the National Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome Foundation, the Guild for Infant Survival, and
the National Center for the Prevention of SIDS. Working with the
Congress, and public and private agencies at all levehi, we will con-
tinue this effort until we are successful.

Ms. Norris and I can answer any questions that the members
may have.

e statement of Dr. Catz follows; included are the re-
sponses to written questions:]
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Mr. Chnirman and Members of the Subcommittees and Select Committee:

I as pleased to be here today to provide information on the SIDSrelated

activities of the Public Health Service. I mm Dr. Charlotte S. Cats, Chief of

the Pregnancy and Perinatology Branch, National Institute of Child Health and

Human Development, NIN, which has the responsibility for Federal SIDS

research. I am accompanied by Ms. Geraldine J. Norris, Director of the

National SIDS Program, Division of Maternal and Child Health, HISA.

National Institutes of Health Activities

The National institute of Child Health and Haman Development (NICHD) is

the primary focus at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for research on

maternal and child health. The main objective of research supported by the

NICHD is to ensure the birt:a of healthy babies atd their optimal development

so that they can enjoy a productive and healthy adulthood. Sudden infant

death tragically ends this normal progression.

Each year, an estimated 7,000 infants in the United States become the

victim of crib death or SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome), as it is called

today.

The sudden, unexplained death of a baby is not 20th century

phenomenon. Gravestone inscriptions during the Middle Ages referred to such

deaths. So did the Bible 2,000 years ago in the passage "...and this woman

child died in the night because she overlaid it."

The erroneous assumption of "overlaying" or smothering of the baby by a

sleeping parent lasted well into the 19th century. Then, in 1897, an

excellent paper describing the phenomenon of SIDS appeared in the Edinburg,

Medical Journal. However, it was not until the 1940's that systematic studies

of the problem began. SIDS received a boost as an object of h after

the NICHD held two international conferences on the subject in 1963 and 1969.
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In the early 1970's the U.S. Congress held its.first hearings on the

problem. This interest led to the passage in 1974 of the "Sudden Infant Deoth

Syndics.' Act of 1974" (P.L. 92-270), giving to the NICSD the mandate to lead

the Federal effort in SIDS research and to the-Division of Mittraal sod Child

llealth the responsibility for the SIDS Conceit/ling and Information Frame.

The scientists participating in the early WIC= SIDS conferences agrel0

on two fundamental statements. At the 1963 conference, the scientists agreed

that the age of death (between 2 and S months) might be.a ttensiticnal period

when infant responses may change from neonatal to more mature ones. At the

1969 conference, they achieved a consensus regarding an official definition of

SIDS, a definition which continues to be used today: "The sudden death of

any infant or young child, which is unexpected by history, and in which

thorough postmortem exaaini!,," :ails to demonstrate an adequate cause of

death." Thin definition has been extremely useful by focusing the attention

on cases where obvious factors contributing to death are absent.

The VICO program objectives have been and continua to be to expand the

base of knowledge about the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome: specifically to

understand the causes and underlying mechanisms of the syndrome; to identify

infants at risk for becoming victims; to explore preventive approaches; to

ascertain the epidemiologic characteristics of the SIDS victim, the SIDS

tautly, and the victim's environment, both before and after birth; to clarify

the relationship between high -risk pregnancy, !sigh -risk infancy and SIDS; to

search for SIDS-specific lesions; and to elucidate the impact of sudden and

unexpected infant death on parents, siblings, the extended family, and others.

The AMID has had long-standing interest in the epidemiology of SIDS in

the hope that through understanding the characteristics of the "typical" SIDS

victim and of the environment surrounding that snfant, a common set of factors
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say emerge that will help us to better understand SIDS lad to identify its

potential victies.

Dlring the put year. additional results o! the RIM teoperitive

Spideeiological Study of SIDS Risk ?actors -- the largest epWemiological

study of SIDS ever undertaken -- were analysed. The data provide the

scientific world with an extensive, multidimensibnal profile of SIDS in

America.

Sy intervi.ding the families of 800 WAS victim, awl of sow 1600 live

control infants, aaaaa rchers were able to Gather a wealth of date= family

characteristics such as socioeconomic status, and parentalligi. health and

education, as well as on the infant's evn health, birth. :mod eating and

sleeping habits. From detailed corepatienns between the familieswith and

without infants who died of SIDS, the following SIDS profile emerged:

1. tleand Other Characteristics: Ninety percent of the SIDS

deaths occurred before the child was six eoliths old; 98 percent died before

their first birthday. The peak incidence was found to be en/rep the second

and fourth months of age. Host victims died at hose in their cribs. .11*

frequency of SIDS deaths was greatest during the cold weather months. It was

also higher :etween 12 midnight and 8 a... than during other hours of the

day. In the majority of cases, the SIDS baby vas repolted to be yell

nourished, well developed and in good health before death. Multiple birth was

found to produce an increased risk of SIDS: Such infants were 2 1/2 tines

core likely rO die of SIDS.

2. Sex: Nearly 60 percent of all SIDS deaths involved male

infants, regardless of race.

3. Birthweight: Overall, 24 percent of the infants who died from

, s4 O



SIDS were low birth weight (weighed less than 5 1/2 pounds at Sirth). Only

6.5 percent of the living controls were low birth weight.

4. Maternal Age and Birth Order: Overrll, 32 percent of the SIDS

infants were born to teenage mothers, compared to about 19 percent of control

infants. Second or subsequent infants were found to be at a higher risk for

SIDS than first-born children, regardless of the mother's age.

5. Race: 'rack infants :re nearly three times as likely as

no.-black infants to be a SIDS victim.

6. Education: Approximately 57 percent of the mothers of SIDS

infants had not completed high school; in the control group, only 35 percent

of the mothers had not finished high school.

7. Maternal Smoking in Pregnancy: Approximately 70 percent of the

mothers of SIDS infants smoked during their pregnancy, compared to about 40

percent of the mothers of rho control infants.

8. Pediatric Care: SIDS infants were less likely to have had

regular pediatric checkups compared to the control infants. However, there

were no significant differences in the proportion of infants who made visits

to the pediatrician because of illness among infants who died of SIDS and

those who !id not.

9. Vaccination for Polio and Diphtheria/Pertussis/Tetanus (DPT):

SIDS infante were more likely not to have received either polio or DPT

vaccinations. This study clearly refuted earlier suggestions that there is a

correlation between receiving DPT vaccinations and SIDS.

In addition to providing researchers, physicians, and families with a

detailed profile of the SIDS infant, the NICHD Cooperative Study of SIDS Risk

Factors is generating the production of a comprehensive SIDS Hietopathology
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Atlas. Since most pathologists do not see many SIDS cases during their

career, this atlas will be a valuable resource to help them differentiate

between SIDS and non-SIDS cases.

Also, an archive of preserved SIDS pathology tissues has been prepared

with HIM support by the Hedical Examiner's Office in San Francisco. The

Armed Forces Institute of Pathology has agreed to house this tissue archive.

This archive is available to scientists around the world to use in their

research. The availability of this unique resource is expected to encoursge

and facilitate research on SIDS.

Biomedical research has been successful in ruling out several suspected

causes of SIDS, such 38 accidental suffocation, malnutrition or parental

neglect, inhalation of formula after ;pitting up, allergy to cow's milk, or

the common cold or influenza. It has not yet, however, been able to identify

the specific cause or causes of crib death, nor has it been able to accurately

predict which specific infants may die of SIDS.

Researchers have also looked at the possible role of infection in SIDS

death. NICHD-supported scientists have been studying infectious agents that

grow in the intestinal tract and have been suspected of causing SIDS. In

infant botulism, ingested spores of the bacterium Clostridium botulinum

multiply and produce their toxin in the baby's intestine, which lacks the

adult's ability to fight infection. Once absorbed, the toxin reaches motor

nerve endings and paralyzes respiratory muscles, resulting in death. Although

the investigators doing this work ultimately concluded that only a small

percentage of SIDS deaths could be attributed to this agent, this work, in

addition to expanding our knowledge of fect,as that influence toxin absorption

in infants, did lead to a procedure by which the time needed to diagncee
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infant botulism has been cut from four to t,.) days.

Much of the NICHD SIDS research progrcs. focuses on clarifying the

specific physiologic changes which may be of importance in understanding SIDS

events. To this end, the NICHD set up a wide-ranging program to generate

base-line information on respiratory, cardiac, and neurophysiological

parameters in normal infants.

One area that has received much research attention is the possible role

of sleep apnea in SIDS. Earlier studies examined the role oksleep apnea

(cessation of breathing for at least 20 seconds or a briefer episode

associated with slowed heart rate, bluish discoloration, or pallor, and

requiring resuscitation) as an antecedent to death.

To clarify the relationship, if any, between apnea and SIDS, studies are

delineating the normal development of the respiratory control center in the

brain. One group of studies ,irried out in normal infants and in siblings of

SIDS victims who are at increased risk for SIDS, shoved that high -risk infants

took longer to arouse from sleep when changes in their environment (minor

decreases in available oxygen) were instituted.

This research reinforces earlier data indicating that children at risk

for SIDS -- i.e., siblings of SIDS victims, premature babies, babies of

teenage mothers, and infants who have frequent and/or prolonged epis)des of

apnea -- show disturbed brain wave activity and different sleep patterns from

other infants. NICHD-supported research has contributed to the development of

an improved neonatal apnea monitor. This monitor, in addirion to sounding an

alarm, records the cause of the alarm signal, including readings of abnornal

heart rate and breathing functions.

The NICHD plans a consensus development conference for September 29, 30
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and October 1 of 1986 on "Infantile Apnea and Home Monitoring." The

participants will try to reach a consensus on what is known about the relation

of neonatal and infant apnea to each other and to mortality (especially SIDS)

and morbidity in infancy; the effectiveness and safety of currently available

home devices for detecting infant apnea; and liet evidence there .s that home

monitoring is effective in preventing repeated episodes of apnea and, perhaps,

SIDS. The Institute hopes that recommendations regarding the circumstances

for the use of home apnea monitoring'in infancy will be clarified based on

findings from this conference. In addition, fnrther research needed on home

monitoring for infant apnea will be identified.

Although apnea or other defects in respiration have long been suspected

of being implicated in SIDS, no specific link has been found. Recently;

research emphasis has saifted from look.ag for specific defects in the control

of breathing toward the investigation of prenatal development of the central

nervous system. Researchers are specifically exploring how early central

nervous system development relates to maturation of circulatory, respiratory,

and neurologic functions. Synchronized caoiration in necessary for the

infant's adaptation and survival in the environment outside of the womb.

Results todate include evidence of correlations between clinical and

morphological data that point to dysfunction of respiratory control as a

possible major cause of SIDS. Pathology studies have shown tissue alterations

in the lungs and the central nervous system, particularly the brainstem of

SIDS victims. Other studies have confirmed the role of the brainstem in the

neurological activation of respiration, the modulation of breathing, and in

arousal from sleep. Researchers are accumulating evidence based on several

animal models that SIDS victims have defects in one or more of these

functions. In addition, changes noted in tissues from animal studies are
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consistent with those observed in human SIDS victims. This consistency

further strengthens the theory that SIDS is caused by a combination of

deficiences of certain functions in the infant leading to its failure to adapt

to life outside of the vomb.

Continued research is needed to further substantiate this theory and to

pinpoint the specific immaturities that are implicated in SIDS. A Request for

Cravat Applications targeted at SIDS is now ready for release for funding

during this fiscal year. We are particularly interested in stimulating SIDS

research related to central nervous system development and maturation. It is

our hope that we will receive applications for research to follow up some of

the promising leads now available, and that findings from some of our previous

studies will spark a new idea or theory for scientists to investigate in order

to find the cause or causes of SIDS and to prevent this tragic mystery.

Health Resources and Services Administration Activities

Often compounding the tregedi of a SIDS death are the grief and resulting

feelings of guilt, frustration, and the impelling need to understand 'Why?".

In addition, the families of SIPS victims are sometimes the targets of

misunderstanding and accusations.

In order to help the families of victims to understand SIDS and to cope

with their feelings about the deaths, and to assist professionals in helping

families as they resolve their grief, the SIDS Act of 1974 dlracted the

Division of Maternal and Child Health of the Health Resources and Services

Administration (HRSA) to 'upport a SIDS Counseling and Information Program.

The services provided by this Program were consolidated in FY 1981 within the

Maternal and Child Health (HCH) Block Grant. Each state assumed the

responsibility to develop its own NCH program, estaolishing priorities and

allocating funds accordingly. Almost every state reports using a portion of
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its block grant to provide SIDS-related services mainly for the classification

of unexpected infant deaths; the certification of the cause of death by

autopsy and other death investigation methods; the prompt notification of the

family of autopsy findings; and the provision of counseling and information

for families. Some efforts are directed towards public information and

professional education, collection and analysis of data, and community

participation through advisory councils.

The MGR Block Grant Program authorises a set-aside program for projects

of regional and national significance which are administered br tha Division

of MGM in URSA. The findings or products resulting from research,

demonstration projects, and service activities ray, in turn, ba adapted by the

states to improve the health status of SIDS victim families through improved

services.

An ongoing research project couducted by the American SIDS Institute in

Atlanta, Georgia is evaluating the significance of certain signs which may

identify infants at risk for episodes of prolonged apnea or bradycardia

(slowed heart rate). Infants born to families who have suffered a previous

SIDS loss are bei,g testtd. The study will determine the value of

measurements of respiratory instability obtained during feeding and sleep, and

will asses, passive muscle tone during the first and fourth week of life.

These infants will be monitored at home for a period of six months to obtain

accurate documentation of each episode of prolonged apnea or bredycardii. At

ths requeit of the Division of Ma, the American SIDS Institute also recently

provided set of guidelines, based on available research findings, for the

clinical management of infants at increased risk for SIDS.

Investigators at the University of Michigan are seskins to determine the

psychosocil impact of the loss of an infant to SIDS, and to identify the
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predictors of successful adjustments to such a loss. Better understanding of

these parameters will improve interac,4oas.vith SIDS parents, end facilitate

providing assistance appropriate to their specific psychological needs.

A demonstration program in West Virginia is establishing a state -wide

system to identify infants who need closer scrutiny and link that to

appropriate services. This program will also gather prospective data to help

improve surveillance, patient evaluations, follow-up. and parental suppoLt,

particularly for teenage mothers. This coordinated) multifaceted program will

answer questions about the clinical management of these high risk infants.

A service,contract is supporting the National SIDS Clearinghouse which

was establishatin 1980 to provide information and educational materials on

SIDS to hea10,mare professionals, community service personnel, SIDS parents,

and the general public. Sereices provided by the SIDS Clearinghouse include:

responding to public inquiries and making referrals to local SIDS programs and

parent support groups; disseminating current fact sheets, bibliographies and

referral lists; compiling an automated database of current SIDS literature and

a comprehensive resource collection; and distributing the Information

Exchange, a quarterly publication which is a national forum for sharing

SIDS-related information.

In addition to continuing these clinical research and service

demonstration projects, plans are in progress for a National SIDS Conference

to be held in Septanber of 1986. This conference will provide a national

forum for the exchange of information betwee1 public and private organisations

and families concerned with SIDS and its related issues.

Mr. Chairman, this broad array of research, demonstration, service, and

information activities of the Public Pealth Service is focused on the

elimination of SIDS and the pain and suffering that it inflicts. In addition
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to the HIM and the Division of NCR. these activities'encompass
the efforts

of other NIH institutes, the Food and Drug Administration, the Center* for

Disease Control, the National Center for Health Statistics, the Administration

for Children, Youth and Families. and groups such as 0 ) American Academy of

Pediatrics, the National Sudden Infant Desch Syndrome Foundation, the Guild

for Infant Survival, and the National Center for the Prevention of SIDS.

Working with the Congress, and public and private agencies at all levels, we

shall continue this effort until we are successful.

This concludes my statement. Ms. Norris and I would be glad to answer

any questions that you eight have.

National Inettafiee of Health

Bethesda, Mmytend 20206

Building .

Room :

(301) 496.

December 26, 1985

The Honorable Robert Garcia
Chairman
Subcommittee on Census and Population
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Garcia:

I have enclosed the responses to the two sets of follow-up questions from
the joint hearing on sudden infant death syndrome. I would be pleased to
provide any additional information which may be helpful to you.

Thank you for your leadership in the effort to overcome this dread disorder.

Sincerely,

Char otte Catz, M.D.

Chief, Pregnancy and Perinatology Branch
Center for Research for Mothers
and Children
National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development
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QUESTION I., 1.

Why are teenagers more at risk to have infants who die of SIDS? Why do

black infants have higher risk of SIDS than non-black infants?

ANSWER:

The answers to both parts of this question significantly overlap. As a

group, the babies of teenage mothers have a greater number of health

problems such as low bIrthweIght, which is the leading cause of all

perinatal mortality. Many adolescent mothers are black, disadvantag2d

economically, smoke, have less schooling, and many do not recelv2 prenatal

care. Epidemiologic h has shown that all of these factors increase

the risk for SIDS. Therefore, both groups -- teenage mothers and black

mothers -- present greater concentration of known risk factors- for SIDS.

It is important to recognize that research efforts addressing issues in

`sigh-risk pregnancy, high-risk infancy, low birthweight, prematurity,

adolescent pregnancies, and the development of risk-taking behaviors all

contribute to the knowledge needed to understand the role these factors,

either individually or conjointly, play in the causation of SIDS.
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QUESTION I., 2.

Can you explain,the significant decrease in money allocated to SIDS specific ley

research/ Is more money needed/

ANSWER:

The number of grants approved and dollars expended in SIDS specific

since 1981 have indeed decreased, but this fact needs to be interpreted in

terms of program activities. One factor in the decline in SIDS specific

_research funding between 1981 and 1984 sum the completion during this period

of the WICHD Cooperative Spidemiologic Study of SIDS Risk Factors, the

largest epidemiologic study of SIDS ever conducted. This multi-center study

funded by contracts accounted for a substantial part of the SIDS specific

funding from 1979 to 1982. The subsequent completion of the initial

analr as of that study, combined with a SIDS research planning workshop the

8ICHD held last year, provided new leads for the ecierZific community to

pursue. This is reflected both in the increase in SIDS specific funding in

FT 198S to $1.074 zillion, and the issuance of a Request for Grant

Application.; (RFA) on SIDS by the NICHD in FY 1986 to stimulate submission

of more research proposals.

The figures on SIDS research are not reported only as a single nuaber (total

SIDS) but also as SIDS specific and SIDS general, the latter encompassing

projects in High-Risk P'egnancy and High-Risk Infancy research . The

subdivision into specific and general, man4ated by the SIDS Amendments of
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1979 (F.L. 96-142), gives recognition to the close relationship between SIDS

and high-risk states associated with pregnancy and/or infancy. SIDS

specific grants are limited :o those which address issues already identified

as directly related either to mechanisms responsible for LIDS, or to various

aspects of the SIDS victim, SIDS siblings and/or parents.

The total SIDS budget figures from 1980 to 1984 have not shown a decrease in

support but a constancy end, since 1982, a slow but steady tendency toward

higher expenditures. .,Ie amounts are: FY 1989 - $16,896,000; FY 1981 -

918,766,000; FY 1982 - 916,465,000; FY 1983 - $16,572,000; and FY 1984 -

S17,184,000. The preliminary figure for 1985 is $17,845,000.

The quantity and quality of applications received vary and explain the

observed fluctuations in funding. The present budget can accommodate

current proposals, and the NICHD SIDS program has not been limited by tne

availability of funds.
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QUESTION I., 3.

Are you currently supporting SIDS-related
activities through SPRANS (Special

Projects of Regional and National Significance)?

ANSWER:

Yes, the Division of Maternal and Child Health (DMCH) currently is

supporting ;SIDS - related activities through SPRANS. During Fiscal Year 1985,

the followine activities were supported by DMCH:

Research Grants

1. Project: Identification of Risk for Siblings
of SIDS Victims

Director: Alfred Steinschneider, M.D., Ph.D.
State: Georgia

2. Project: SIDS Loss: Psycnosocial impact and
Predictors of Coping

Director: Amnia Wortean, Ph.D.
State: Michigan

Demonstration Grants

1. Project: West Virginia State-wide SIDS Program
Director: David Myerberg, M.D.
State: West Virginia

Amount: $111,432

Amount: $114,082

Amount: $177,880

2. Project: Model Intervention for Survivors of
Sudden Death of Children: Prevention of
Abnormal Grief

Directors: John Wallet, M.D. 4 Beverly White, 1.N.,M.S.
State: New Mexico

Contracts

1. Project, National SIDS Clearingho
Director: Janlce Berger
State: Virginia

2. Project: SIDS Advisory Penal
Director: None
State: None

Amount: $113,522

use

Amount: $147,288

Amount: $ 5,259

Amuunt: $ 3,086

TOTAL 8672,549

3. Project: SIDS Planning Croup for National
Conference in 1986

Director: None
State: None
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QUESTION I., 4.

Is research SIDS a priority at the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development?

ANSWER:

Yes, SIDS research has been for many years, and continues to be, a priority

at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD).

The :LAID SIDS research program began with the founding of the Ilstitute 4n

1963. From a modest beginning, the program grew by 1974 into a major

priority research program. This is evidenced by the fact that the

percentage of approved grants and contracts which are funded in the area of

SIDS has consistently exceeded the percentage for the Institute overall.

QUESTION I., 5.

One of the witnesses criticized in her testimony the research at the MOD.
She states that the majority of the Institute's research dollars has gone to
developing apnea monitors. Is that a correct statement?

ANSWER:

No, this is not correct. Thc research expenditures of the NICHD SIDS

prog em cover a wide spectrum of interrelated areas. These include, among

others, the role of infections as a cause of SIDS; the control of breathing

and breathing patterns in newborns and infants at risk; the pattern of heart

rate in high risk infants; the organization of sleep states; and the

prenatal development of the central nervous system. Using the Small

Dusiness Innovation Research Program established by Congress, the Institute,

for the first ti-e in FY 1985, funded one project to develop an improved,

low-co.t, sensitive apnea monitor. This one project, which amounts to only

3% of the FY 1985 NICHD total SIDS research expenditure, is a small but

important part of the effort to prevent SIDS deaths.
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QUESTION I., 6.

Nov that the Institute has completed its
in-depth epidemiological study of

SIDS risk factors, how are the findings of this study being used? Have
cdditional studies begun as a result of the conclusions drawn from the
epidemiological research?

ANSWER:

The NICHD Cooperative Epidemiological Study of SIDS Risk Factors has

completed both the data collection phase and an analysis of half of the data

on the 800 SIDS victims and 1,600 infant controls. The final ant yore of

the torsi data set are continuing Lt this time. Analysis of the first half

of the data was planned in order
to identify any new leads which could be

more specifically pursued during the analysis of the second half of the

data. Duce the final analyses are finished, the results will be made

available to the scientific community.
A preliminary suggestion of this and

other studies is that SIDS infants may be different in their central nervous

system maturation. This preliminary finding points to the possibility of

abnormalities in the brainstem of SIDS victims. This lead is being pursued

by the NICND through the support of a grant to systematically examine the

brainstems of SIDS victims. In addition, the NICHD is issuing a Request for

Grant Applications (RFA) which identifies prenatal nervous system

development as a particular focus for research on SIDS.

QUESTION I., 7.

Are the causes of SIDS different for different SIDS victims?

ANSWER:

Unfortunately, the cause, or causes, of SIDS are not yet known. The

evidence obtained to date indicates that SIDS may result from s variety of

causes. Consequently, the NICND supports a wide range of studies classified

not only as SIDS specific but also SIDS general, which encompasses projects

in High-Risk Pregnancy and High-Risk Infancy.
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QUESTION I. 8.

You've mentioned in your testimony that through research SIDS infants have
been found to be not as "normal" as they were once thought to be-but that
there are some distinctions between normal infants and SIDS infants. Would
it be possible to see such distinctions ic time to prevent SIDS? If so,
how?

ANSWER:

The recognition thet SIDS victims are not at "normal" as they were once

thought to be is the result of retrospective inquiries. Parents, when

asked, sometimes do recognize differences between their SIDS victim child

and their other chi:dren. However, these differences in behavior, growth

pattern, cry, etc., were not identified before death. Some are very subtle

and fall within normal and expected variations, with no specific patterns

common to all victims. It is hoped that studies will eventually

prospectively identify potential victims, making it possible to prevent SIDS

deaths.

QUESTION II., 1.

How much money was awarded in the NICHD research grants and contracts for

SIDS primary research in earh of the years 1980-1985? How such will be

,.warded in FY 1986?

ANSWER:

The NICHD SIDS primary research grants and contracts for the years 1980

through 1985 were fundtd in the following amounts: FY 1980 - $2,1C4,000; FY

:981 - $3,368,000; FY 1982 - $2,763,000; FY 1983 - $1,780,000; FY 1984 -

$657,000; FY 1985 (preliminary) - $1,074,003. The SIDS primary amount in

the President's Budget for the NICHD in FY 1986 is $1,000,060.
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QUESTION II., 2.

Please list the SIDS primary research projects funded by the NICHD in FY
1985, xith descriptions and amounts awarded.

ANSWER:

SUMMARIES 07 SIDS PRIMARY RESEARCH PROJECTS, FY 1985

5 ROI 08693 12 Infection Enhancezent - An Experimental Model of SIDS
Morons, David N.
University of Hawaii at Mande
Honolulu, Hawaii $144,215

This study deals with the possibility that enhanced infection results in
enhanced disease. Specifically, !t proposes to investigate the mediation of
viral infection by non-neutralizing antibody. This infection of mononuclear
phagocytes by dengue virus is the prototype for this phenomenon. The
ultimate research goal is to identify effector mechanisms in dengue disease
and to evaluate analogous immunopathelogicsa mechanisms and effectors which
sight be responsible for triggering sudden infolt death syndrome.

5 ROI 10993 09;. Control of Breathing in Recovery from Apnea
Thach, Bradley T.

Washington University
University City, Missouri $124,483

This research concerns the physiologic mechanisms involved in initiation and
recovery from apneic spells. Special emphasis is given for apnea associated
with upper airway obstruction. The investigators plan to study mechanical
and neuromuscular factors relevant to pharyngeal airway maintenance in
anesthetized living and dead animals and to evaluate pharyngeal airway
compliance. These studies are relevant to the maturation and development of
respiratory ,ntrol in man and to the clinical syndromes of Pierre Robin
syndrome, o,nea of prematurity, sleep obstructive apnea and sudden infant
death syndrome.

2 ROI 15736 04A1 Endorphins, Sleep and Maturation of Hypoxic Response
Haddad. Gabriel G.
Columbia University
New York, New York $185,168

This project deals with the role of endorphins in ventilatory and
cardiovascular control at rest and during stress (e.g., hypoxia) as a
function of age and state of consciousness in unanesthetized chronically
instrumented young and adult animals. This research is of particular
relevance to the understanding of the pathogenesis of sudden infant death
syndrome. This research will provide new and important data on the
relationship of the state of consciousness, cardiorespiratory control and

oxygen consumption to blood and cerebrospinal fluid endorphin levels after
milk feeding.
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2 R44 18334 02 Low-Cost Motion-Sensitive Apnea Monitor

Walls, James A.
Biodyne
Orange, Connecticut

, .

$497,0°00

This project deals with the continued development of *Jow -cost,
diaphragmatic motion-sensitive apnea monitor that is portable and easy to

use. Laboratory and clinical evaluations have validated the technological
feasibility for possible use in infants designated as nesr-miss or siblings

of SIDS victims who qualify for monitoring.

1 RO1 20909 01 Oscillatory Patterns of Breathing Audfleert Rate laLSIDS

Weggener, Thomas 3.
New England Medical Center Hospital
Boston, Maisachusetts $69,581

The goal of this research is to determine whether analysis of oscillatory
pattern.. In respiration and heart rate can identify infants #t risk to die

of the cuddeo infant death syndrome. 'Because oscillatory patterns underlie
apnea and hypoventilatory events, analysis *hese pettaten, rather, than

tabulation of tatabirs of apneas or percec- pia apple, miy identify

abnormalities associated with,SIDS. The analysis cover' a wide range of

oscillatory phanomeaa including the charactslrleation of the patterns as well

as the frequency of their occurrence.

5 X04 004'S 04 Control of Breathing in Newborns

Lawson, F4ward E.

Univers of North Carolina
Chapel Rill, North Carolina $53,443

The objective.: of this research are (1) to demonstrate the existence of a ,

central mechanise which mediates the transient respiratory response to
hypoxia of newborns; (2) to further characterise the long-acting central
inhibitory mechanism activated by superior laryngeal nerve stimulation; and

(3) to study the effects of hypoxia on metabolism of central
neurotransmitters related to control of breathing.

QUESTION II., 3.

Now many grunt applications in SIDS primary or secondary research were
approved but unfunded in FY 1985? How much would it cost to fund these

projects?

ANSWER:

In FY 1985 there were five approvtd but unfunded SIDS primary grant

applications. Funding for these unfunded SIDS primary applications would

total $405,674. There were 29 approved but unfinded SIDS secondary grant

applications in FY 1985. The cost of funding thane 29 unfunded applications

would tot-1 $3,103,171. It should be noted, however, that the peer review

priority scores for these applications were significantly below the

Institute's payline. In other words, these applications were not judged to

re of high scientific value.
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QUESTION /I., 4.

Clean what we know about SIDS risk factors and promising research areas --
enpecially in light of findings from the 7year NICED cooperativi study
what are KIM'S priorities in the award of grants and contracts over the
next 5 years? What are the focus areas for research inthe near future?

ANSWER:

While the NICHD will continua to pursue a number of significant leads such

as the role of infections, sleep patterns and apnea, bailie ratev

fluctuations, etc., a major developing new hypethesiiis thatSIDS may

result from a failure not just of one organ system, but rather from a

failure of the complex interplay of the regulatory systems required.to

maintain life. The developing brain with its specific centers is the area

where the control of lifesustaininkfunctione takes plaice. future research

utilisinz new concepts in neuroscience will address questions regarding the

pathogenesis of SIDS in the context of the role of the brainstem and other

central nervous system centers in the control of vital functions. Specific

areas of interest include metabolic activity of brain and central nervous

system cella and tissues; functional development of the bloodbrain barrier

with regard to both barrier and carrier functions; development of the

autonomic nervous system and its role in the regulation of vital functions;

and the potential role of circadian rhythms endogenously generated by a

aultiple oscillator spates and their relationship to SIDS. An additional

research objective is to develop an experimental animal model for SIDS.

As with all biomedical research, these eapheaes are likely to shift an new

knowledge is developed. The NICHD is pursuing thane objectives now, and

will continue to do so until breakthroushs are achieved or better

opportunities are discovered.
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QUESTION II., 5

tl

Aside from the NICHD vents and contracts, what other sources are there,
within the federal government or private sector, for SIDS primary research?

ANSWER:

In the Public Health Service, virtually all SIDS primary research is

supported by the NICHD and the Division of, Maternal and Child Health (ERICH)

of the Health Resources and Seivices Administration. In'the privat6 sector

several groups also seek to provide support for SIDS primary research.

These include the National SuddeM Infant Death'Syndrome Foundation, the

Guild for Infant Survival, and the National Center for the Prevention of

SIDS.

QUESTION II.,

Of the research projects on high -risk pregnancy and high-risk infancy (and
other "basic" research) currently funded by the NICHD, are there any with
specific a+' demonstrable implications for.SIDS research?

ANSWER:

Until the cause or causes of SIDS are specifically identified, it is not

possible to precisely identify grants with specific implications for SIDS

among those addressing various issues within the higtr.tlak pregnancy and

high-risk infancy categories. Based on our current knowledge, however,

is obvious that it would be beneficial to SIDS research to clarify the .

specific role of the placenta for the well-being of the fetus, the role of

various maternal conditions and treatments in regard to,fetal development,

and maturation, as well as to gain an urderstanding of the determinants and

consequences of low birth weight, which are the objectives of many grants in

the high-risk pregnancy category. Similarly, SIDS research is likely to be

advanced by improving our knowledge in areas of disorders of the newborn

such as infant infections, metabolic capabilities, functional development of

various organ systems including the central nervous system, the developing

capabilities to adapt to a new environment, and the ability to handle

medications, which are among the objectives of high-risk infancy research.

These subjects are all pertinent to our understanding of developing fetuses

and growing infants and the existence of various mechanises to respond to

multiple stresses in their surroundings. The development of new knowledge

in these areas of research is very likely to directly advance our quest to

conquer SIDE.
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Mr. GARCIA. Thank you very much, Dr. Catz. ,I guess you're /
working together aaa team now. ':,Just let me say that we have been joined;by my colleague frorn.
NeW York, Corigresainanled Weiss: -.. -

. ,... .. , .

What- L:am going to do is open- it up to-questions at this ,point,
but I will not ask questions. As S'aiedit to all of you, I wouldilike
you to know I sin deeply appreciative because so, many Members of 4
Congress from all different ti4tione and parts of the country 'have
responded to this hearing *day:So '1.1.h.nik it la a.triblite to Con-
gress Wanting to know Moreabont,SIDS; '; , , 4.:, , -- '-,,---

I am going to start o with my colleague from Californiii,.Mr;
Miller. I; ,..4,

. '

Mr. Mums. Thankyou.
Dr. Cats, how do we Imow.:what the, States are doing, now? I

mean, how do we find,out this information?,
, .

Dr. Can. I will have tO ask Ms. Norris, who is in charge---
Mr. MILIXIL We" used to have reporting requirements, is thatcor-,,

rect? , .
.= ..-,,,MS. NORRIS. Yes. When the.legislatiOn was passed an 1974, data M,,,,

collection- was included as one of the requirements 'Since the-,
gram has gone into block grants, the Association Of State and Ter-
ritorial' Health, Officers has been ,eidlecting :sonie- data on sudden
infant death syndrome. It's a .voliiiiterilreportingsysteM. .

Mr. MILLER.. kit completeloriathe State67v14,,z-fsi ...
. Ms. NORRIS. About 43 ,States :reported' inforination-last Year. It

had to do with the ininiber'of Suspected cases of SIDS in States; the
number of autopsiee:.done;:and number of familieti counseled.,
Not all States obviously reeported.

Mr. MILLER. But it t cover vf what their expenditiireaMight
be on aspects other than familytMinseling? -

Ms. NORRIS.No. There was a GAO report completed in 1984, and
then we Aid In evaluation of the'impactofb1ockgrants on MS in
1983. Both, of. those reports indicated that once the programs were
',integrated into -the. larger maternal and child h th 'program it
was difficult for States to inforni.us exactly what amounts of funds
had been expendetion theSIDS'progrim.

Mr. Mums. Solve don't'really know.
Ms. Nomus. That's correct.
Mr. Mums. Dr. Valdes-Dapena, you Uientioned in your testimo-

ny that research would beirequired to develop -pediatricians', diag-
nostic capabilities and ..to. develop a' plan for.. MS prevention,
which I assume is related to.adeqUate maternal health,, and for fur-
ther investigationof the infant' central nervous system.

What is going on set NICHD' to support these efforts? You men-
tioned one grant was cut in half.

Dr. VALDZSDAPINA. One grant was aPprovedin October. Theap-
plication was for $300,000 for each of 3 years. It was funded at the
rate of half of that. I don't know what impact that cut of 59 per. -
cent will have on that program. It was undoubtedly the best of its
kind.

I am not familiar with other neuroscience studies, except an-
other one going on in that same laboratory. But that is the quality
and the kind of research that has got to get underway.
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1.4

Mr. MILLKR. Let me ask you, with respect to the maternal; health
issues, what happens to the mothers prior to the birth of theseohil-
dren? Is there a Federal plan being develoiiixf to deal'with this?. ;V

Dr. VALDESDAPENA. In a Sense; ,thegenerkftiiidskhat-Dri Cats "-
referred, Were touching on thoskverylUes,
birth weight, prematurity, snioking effeOtelinJactlhatIsftim0,4-,
tial to the question. Those etudiee Willthay.elloineVnipact.lhey; tire
not directed to SIDS but they're gebeiiikarid thertoiielibpiV f!. ,,

Mr. Mrusss.Apn thel:theery thate.if,?fyoU-iMpyove the ,gener4
health ofthis

Dr. "VALDES-, DAPiNA. t probably,jn ome 1êaysthate
don't-understand, iagoing to improve "14

Mr. MILLER. So if we reduce the likelihood of bw. birthilireighk
babies, we believe we *night have so-Miirippact SIDSA.Ildken,
right?

Dr. VALDES-PAPENA. I believe it Will 4) ,t
Mr. Maim. If we redikce smekUig.iri dtiiinkptegnalloy,

we think there might be someso yoti're, fealfg`talkiag',About.geb.;
4c, VIem

eral health characteristics of the mother duriiig,thepiegnanCi?
Dr. VALDEs-DAPEisia. Yes; because thase are.9,4trftact,on,;.we,,

know now
Mr M "eiirthat. ILLER You men on. ry ntion theictunsare

the children of those_niethers that arenàst deprived friocially and
economically. That'dOesn't mean that all SIM,deatlittoccur, in so7
daily and economically deprived families, but that khe greatei con-
centration is there: A.Dr. VALDES-DAPEN.k. As Mrs. Garcia_ inetitioned; this phenome-,

non happens around the world. In ,ttifitfaliii, for example, the
group that suffers the most arethe Aborigines there,.

Mr. MILLER. Is that then?
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. It certainly is a' risk factor, a big, risk factor.

But the majority of babies who die like this are big, healthy, term
babies who corn 3 from average families. It's just that the little tiny
baby who is born in the poor family has a much higher risk of
being the victim. -

Mr. Maim. OK guess I'm missing something here.
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. The numbers, prematurity is not a factor in

the majority of cases of sudden infant death syndrome.-But prema-
ture babies have a big risk.

Mr. 1VI.n.mai. That goes back to whether or not, when the Federal
Government is making an effort in the general health of pregnant
women, we're going to capture the universe of children likely to
succumb to SIDS.

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. We will influence it somewhat on those
numbers of babies who have pregnancies that aren't great.

Mr. MILLER. What can you say about the smoking correlation
that you brought up in. your testimony?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. You mean to speculate on what s the asso-
ciation?

Mr. MILLER. Well, have we ruled out smoking? You state that 70
percent of the mothers smoked in one case, and in the control
group the figure was 40 percent. What does that tell us, or not tell
us?
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Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. That tells that that, in ways we don't under- ,,,,t.,...,4 , stand, cigarette smoking has an adverse influence on the
development of the unborn baby:That's as much as we know. How
that works, we"re'--,not sure, whether the sittok.affects the blood
vessels that supply the wal4of the uterus, and, therefaresupphes, i'''the baby's oxygen istunki.i0n,.*4;44,=,t,.?-ik,

"c.','''Mr. Miura. Are' we doing any adflitionaLresearciitherel, DrArilamts-DAPRNA.,NOt.that,rkliviirebf'
Mr. MILLER. We're ilOing:'intiCh research tall...on,this,we?

-, : r .PS' ,
Dr. Vit,DXS:DttpiNA. 'Directly on target, only $600,699 waeallot-,-

, --. I, ' ,;-,4*-A;

ted for last 'yeavkAiiii indicitedNie one study alone was asking for
$300,000 bat would haitneeirhalf of all there was

Mr. Mitifia. ;SO that's the Federal effort for directly related,--,

targeted;SIDS-related reatiarCE
Dr. VALDES-DAiiiimatighttowL . 4r,..,. " ,' , + .,ei:11t7.=-
Mr. MILLER. And this other ' oatch ail" effort; which I suppoitlik .,-,=',.i.0terms of teying,to irkPrO0 thelteneral heal fjpregnant women- -may or may not spillover?
Dr. VALDES-DAkENA. It probably ill have some influence, but itis not directly targeted on the subjedt.
Mr. 1VIE.T.Ea. You, indicated that, if the,Feciaral response was thesame to other grant proposhls,Aid reaeircliera'who are.taakingiin

effortmthisarea,asltwasmthisonecàe,inlookingattlie
brainstem, you thought that that would discourage good research-
ers from even making an effortforget being Aurned dovin,-;--butfrom even making an effort.

What is it we would need to do to encourage thoselalentedpeople to participate? '
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. In 1981, there was $8 Million available for

directly related research. Researchers need money to conduct these
sophisticated studies. They're not going-10 apply if they know,there's not that kind of money around for them to obtain. Because'
applying is a lot of work. It's a tedious job. It's almost like writing!
a book.

Mr. MILLER. Would the difference between $600,000 this year and$3 million be a significant difference in terms of getting people toapply?
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. Yes.
Mr. Mum. The $3 million, is that a realistic figure in terms of

the capabilities of people to conduct this research?
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you. I would like to follow up on Chairman

Miller's questions because I'm really confused about this fundingfor SIDS.
Dr. Dapena, you seem to indicate here that the only amount of

money going directly to SIDS-related research is about $600,000,
down from $3.4 million. Yet I have the report from the hearing ofthe Subcommittee on Appropriations, Labor, Health and HumanServices and related agency appropriations for 1986. It categorizes
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome obligations for 1985 that go to the
NICHD at $19.5 million, with $1.6 million going to the National In-
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stitute of NeurologicR1 and Communicative Disorders and Stroke;
and I appreciate that some of this is not directly rellitedwitkan-
other_ $100,000 going, to the National ?Tarp, Laing_ and Blood Insti-
tute. 4704

Some of this money k surely beinj41mlied- 4,hat:
pretty directlyeven thotigh its might4nOt-he lineiteMed,ap *lips

ctionsurely some of this' is
maybe Dr. Catz is the onelkho 'atie
that for me ?',_

;It":
Dr. au. There'll; 'he d 4on wasIgiVen y in-

gress. Actually what it means into.Ahct
steni, that carries in the title -BIDS,SWhatever, or in.,1

SIDS, will be triggered and,,picked -

However, there are many-Whroh tlierieseitOeilidOing
very good work loOking at the developnient!Ofttliiibraital. ,4ti;4for
instance, and he doesn't realize that it. might Vertii_eVrelited
to SIDS. It is our obligation to look at that, 44,.T 'lleinigefOiebridge
between those things. That is why weIeel it.'is..a bettetifiipire
really consider all of what we learn thanjiiitthosediffereices:

Now, the definition of $3 emr $69.01X10'-insails
that the six centers that we have...on' that Inige',ekideniiolcikteal
study came to an end or at the peak Of theireativities and -'that )*
the fluctuation that exists in-fiinding 9ne, of the Weys,-,,Ofitiiniilat.:
ing, we do have a plan. In r41931 we lead a 5:yeett:.Plan:,in
searchers and other people camein with avian thatwe felt would'
be the appropriate way to,eddresei.thoth patient& We wills e. start-
ing now to *do an update; ;introducing the new ---retieakch; rand
making the next goalie alon: the way. So in a way, We a very
active, ongoing process. that id zontinuing.';

Mr. Comrs. And where do you anticipate that SIDS will fit in
that new plan? .-

Dr. CAT& Oh, this is a SIDS plan: It's.`e, specific SIDS plan. We
have 10 areas that have been identified:to the institute, and SIDS
is one specific. Within our branch, Sudden.,Infant.Oeith.Syndrome
is one of five top areas thatwe consider equivalent.

Mr. COMB. I'm ,wondering if any of the panelists can identify
how much private research or university research,., medical re-
search is currently being conducted. Does the SIDS ,Foundation
have any figures on how much private reaearch is going on ,outside
Government? We know we have Federal at some level that we're
not quite sure we can determine, either related or indirectly relat-
ed research. We had the question on the State involvement and I
should point out that the block grant, I think, Di. Catz, is increased
by $100 million so in this last fiscal year Obviously, it's not spe-
cifically related again and decisions have fo.he made as to where
those dollars go.

Moving now to private research, can anyone give me some num-
bers or figures or studies, things that are going on in the private
sector?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. I know about what the Foundation has
done. The National SIDS Foundation last year spent more. than
$100,000 of its own money On the private support research.
About $90,000 of that went to support the. Harvard hrainstem study
until such time as it could be taken over by NICHD.
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Mr. COATS. Was the brainstem study specifically, SIPS?
Dr. VALDES:DAPENA. Yes.
Mr. COATS. But it wouldn't necessarily be contradictory to the

brainstem work 'that's being done through NICHD, even though
that doesn't ,ehow up, as a.specificas item appropriation;

Dr yeApEs-DA:pitta..0f; Course, they are zow mipotting that
projeptAt'450;0Q0 a year That's a big part of theirsupPort at the
preseiittitrie of the;brainiikeinlebearch. J.%

Imaddition
'Mr. Musapt. Vonld the Ontlenian yield just 1 second for a

,1clarification,here?
We have specific' brainstem research that's directed atthat's

for SIDS connections--rp cumbersome in my wordsand
we have another brainstem study that may be related to

Dr. CAT2. Most-likely, related, yes.
Mr. MILLER. Well, That's iniportant.
Dr. CATZ. Oh, yes; it is. We don't know why those abnormalities .

are seen by the pathologiat. This is an in vivo animal study which
might explain some of those things, because obviously thisis not .a
human investigation in which you can put electrodes around the
brainstem and measure, you know

Mr. Mnimt. OK. Let me ask this question of both of you, and I
think this will help Congressman Coats and myself .

In a scientific determination, would you make the decisionAhat
both of those studies are SIDS-related,-,one directlY4and one indi-
rectly? Would you make that, decision of scientific determination?
I'm concerned he e as to whether the research is follOwing,the dis-
ease in this inst nce, or whether you're trying to squeeze smile' re-
search under ti letter of the law that- says it hasao be 'SIDSkli-
rected or SIDS-related. I was trying to determine whether we're
complying with the wording of the law Or with appropriate scientif-
ic inquiry in developing research here.

Dr. VALDES DAPENA. The study being done at Harvard is directly
related as being done on the brains of babies who died of SIDS.

Mr. MILLER. But is it accurate to suggest that this other research
is SIDS-related?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. I don't know. Is that Kevin Wynn's project?
Dr. CATZ. No, it's Dr. 'Larson.
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. It's probably related and will probably shed

borne light on the subject. But it isn't using the brains of babies
who died of SIDS.

Dr. CATE. No. It's animal models.
Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. It's an animal model.
Mr. MILI21. So there's a little bit more than $600,000.
Dr. CATZ. Well, if we count the figures for 1985
Mr. MILLER. I just wonderedI mean, Congress is great at keep-

ing a double set of books. We take our action when we relate them
to 9 or 10 different constituencies and we tell all these people we
did things for theni. I just wondc,r what'c going on here, whether
we're taking credit for other people's work. Some of those people
making the scientific inquiry don't see themselves as related to the
SIDS question or looking for that connection, whether or not that
is as valuable research as that conducted by people whc are direct-
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ly engaged in the SIDS inquiry. I'm taking other people's time -

here.
Dr. VALDES,DAPENA. The Harvard project is being sported at

the rate of $150,000 per annum. j.don t know how,Much is going to
the animal study. But when 1 used the figure $600,000, that'was all
NICHD directly

needsneeds-to be done with the.neurosciences: One has-to,.
get into neurohistochemistry, and that's just stinting. That takes
money.

Mr. COATS. Well, it's true, though, that the money.aPpropriaied
for, specifically related SIDS. research could result.. in 2,a break-
through in some other area and might benefit.;some. other type of.
disease, so Vire have7dross-Purposeehere. . _J.:4- 24,

That brings Age to this question,"Dr. Catz. How :do you .at --
communicate among your ;various departments and divisions abotit
your research and how it might impact on other, dime's& and the
treatment of baler .

Dr. CATz. We do have good communication Viith other institutes,-
my colleagues in other institutes, Mils Norris and so on, and with
researchers in the field. We try to keep updated. We are -really
trying to go to professional meetings and trying to stimulate good
researchers that are not really thinking SIDS but are thinking, for
instance, today neurosciences, to really go to this area which needs
so much work. So in a way, you know, we try to keep up on that
and we do communicate.

Mr. COATS. I know my time is about up. Just to finish up my pre-
vious question, you mentioned the one project underway on brain-
stem research that is partially funded by NICHD. Do we have
knowledge of what the total is around the world in terms of private
research or foundation research? Is your foundation the only one?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. Our foundation is the only one that is sup-
porting from the private sector to that extent, over $100,000 a year.

Mr. COATS. Are other foundations contributing to SIDS research
that you're aware of?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. I think there's a little bit of it going on in
other places. Like in Great Britain, they're supporting it certainly.

Mr. COATS. Are other studies going on, other than the Harvard
project?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. With regard to brainstems?
Mr. COATS. No, with regard to the whole SIDS problem. 3

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. Oh, yes, other studies are going on around
the world. But the amounts of money available are not big at all.
There is just not very much anywhere.

Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA. Just let me say we're going to take a short recess.

Before my colleagues leave may I have your attention. There are
about 20 or 30 people still outside this room. The reason why we
didn't go into the main hearing room was because the full Post
Office and Civil Service Committee was meeting this morning.

What I'm going to ask all of you to doand I guess we can do
that without a problemis that after this 10-minute recess we will
reconvene in room 311, which is just down the hall.

[Whereupon. the hearing was recessed, to reconvene in room 311,
Cannon House Office Building.]
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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report lb The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Maternal And Child Health Block Grant:
Program Changes Emerging Under
State Administration

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 consolidated eight
categorical programs into the maternal and child health services
block grant and shifted primary administrative responsibility to
states. Status continued to support activities similar to those funded
under the prior categorical programs although some changes were
made to program priorities and services offered. States tended to
assign higher priority and make fewer program changes in areas
where they had considerable previous involvement.

The availability of prior categorical grant funds in 1982 mitigated the
impact of reduced maternal and child health block grant funding and
enabled states to reserve block grant funds for the next year. As
categorical funds diminished. ' Avever. state and other sources of
funds began shouldering a gi titer share of program costs. In 1983
the emergency Jobs bill legislation substantially increased the
maternal and child health appropriation and should help promote
relatively stable funding in 1984.

States' health agencies were carrying out block grant responsibili.
ties and management improvements were reported in some states.
Various methods were used to obtain public input. and the involve-
ment of state elected officials and interest groups had increased
Most state officials rated the block grant more flexible and desirable,
while about half the interest groups responding preferred the prior
categorical approach.
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.SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME
EERVICES--PROGRAM REDUCTIONS
REFLECT CHANGING PRIORITIES

SIDS, often known as 'crib death,* is the sudden and un-
expected death of an appr ntly Tealthy infant. In 1974 the
SIDS program was Gstab:_. 3 to provide counseling for families
of SIDS victims and public education for health professionals as
well as the general public. Other services offered included
autopsies, providing monitoring equipment and training, and
research projects into the causes of SIDS. Services are pro-
vided by a variety of organizations, including state agencies,
universities, local health departments, hospital: and clinics,
and other nonprofit entities.

The SIDS program area is one of the smallest within the
total HCH program, with 1983 expenditures representing about
0.2 percent of total MCH expenditures for the s,tates we re-
viewed. SIDS services were provided in all 13 states at some
time during our review, although expenditures were generally on
the decline. As shown in appendix IX, for the 12 states that
provided complete expenditure data since adopting the block
grant, expenditures decreased in 8 states and increased in 4.

Several states reduced or discontinued expenditures for
specific SIDS projects, often citing the need to fond higherpriority programs. Additionally, some noted that although ex-pondiures were down, services to SIDS families would still beavailable through cther related programa. Some eremples follow.
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- -Colorado reduced its program expenditures by 35 percent
between 1981 and 1983 because officials do not consider
SIDS a high priority and are encouraging the service
provider to secure alternative funding. . .

- -Florida reported that, due, to4higher priorities, it has
reduced its public education 'offorts and discontinued
counseling services for famillei Of-Sr6S,victims.
Counseling, however, will still-be.available on an as-
needed basis through public health nurses., -

- -California officials said that less,enipliasis is. being
placed on 3IDS.-because no reliableasethOd'As currently
available to screen for or,preveat SIDS, counties already
have a well-established system for following up:and
counseling families of SIDS victims, and'stat*OWD staff
is available for consultation on-an as- needed basis:
Therefore, the-state opted'to discontinue.SIDS funang
for separate projects and instead merged SIDS activities
with its general MCH operations. -

--New York eliminated funding for SIDS family counseling
and resaarch projects because of higher priorities and
because services could be provided as part of its general
MCH program.

Michigan eliminated in-service training for local and
community health department staffs and reduced its public
information efforts due to a lack of funds.

In four states exi.vndit,.tres for SIDS increased with the
largest percent increases in Pennsylvania and Mississippi. For
example, Pennsylvania increased expenditures by $102,000, or
86 percent. Mississippi just began its program in 1982, offer-
ing family counseling and public education. Iowa also offered a
new SIDS service in 1982--training parents how to use equipment
to monitor children identified as having potential problems.

We visited service providers in Colorado, Michigan, and
Washington. he provider in Michigan is a county health depart-
ment which offers a wide array of health services, including a
public health clinic, a paramedic unit, and Medicaid screening,
child nutrition, sickle cell anemia, and SSI services. The
health department's 1983 budget was $7 million, of which less
than 0.1 percent was for its SIDS program. The county has rou-
tinely provided SID,'; services for years through its public
health nurses who make home visits. The county was aware that
funds received from the state contained block grant funds but
was not aware how much.
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The Washington service provider ,is a nonprofit orthopedichospital and medical center for children offering counseling,educational, and SIDS coordination services statewide. The hos-pital is funded-elmost totally through private grants and pay-ments with a 1982 budget of almost $48 million, of which hospi-tal officials estimated that=0.3%percent
is-for the SIDS pro-.gram. in addition, they reported receiving KM biockelantfunds of $17,000 amd.$60,000 in'1982 emd-1989: respectively.

Neither the Michigan nor WashifigeOn service providers re-ported significant changes in clients served; staffing, or'serv-ice levels in the pese2 years. This maybeedueein.part to thefact that, for these trovidette, the SIDS program'is asmall partof a large and,multifaceted program; . r. ."

.

The Colorado service Provider, however, serves as an ex-ample of an agency's effortseto
maintain its level of services

despite declining state support$. State officials do not con-
sider the SIDS program to be a high priority. According,to the
project director, this is because of its low incidence- (about
100 cases per year) and difficulty in measuring program impact.In view of declining state support and the state's advice toseek alterrative funding, the service provider is looking to
become financially independent of federal and state funding.

This nonprofit organization provides information and coun-seling to families as well as SIDS education for medical profes-
sionals and the general Public. Although- its total funding in-
creased from $57,000 in 1981 to almost $74,000 in 1983, there
has been a major shift in its sources of funds. In 1981, a fed-eral categorical grant totally funded the program; but since thegrant expired, the state has replaced only $30,000, or 41 per-cent, of the program's 1983 expenditures with the remaining'
funding being obtained from private grants and Payments. Theprogram experienced an additional financial burden when the
local hospital, which operated.a similar counseling program,withdrew its support which had included free office space and
various medical and administrative services.

The provider's professional staff level hail remained essen-tially constant, while the caseload per staff member has in-
creased; without autopsies that the hospital had conducted for
this service provider, many rases are incorrectly classified asSIDS, according to project officials. As a cost-containment
measure, the service provider is deemphasizing such indirect
services as educational outreaqh to the community and profes-
sional training, while maintaining such direct services asfamily counseling. More severe effects have been avoided by
expanding the use of volunteers to provide counseling services
and obtaining additional revenue through private fund-raising
activities.
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Mr. WALGFtEN. In summary, they lebked at 12' States, 8 of which
showed decreases essentially because when those programs were
put in the block grants they were unable to compete in priority
with the others. Consequently, there were certainly decreased serv-
ices available in those Sfates.

The second part of this, whether .there is increased-or, deireased
funding for the medical side,,of the research, I wanted to, mat with
Dr. Catzyou used a $17 million figure in your presentation cwhich
is not in your written testimony. Could'you describe Wherethere
$17 million comes from that you mentioned veibelIV?

Dr. CATZ. Certainly. We do have a sheet,- which I. thought had',
been providedand obviously it has notwhich talks about the
budget that we had had since 1980 up to today, divided into SIDS

is we talked SIDS-general and we had explained that. It is
the bottom line of total SIDS research which has moved from
$16,800,000 in 1980 to the preliminary numbers for 1985 being
$17,845,000, with SIDS-specific being above a million dollars in that
category.

But what I would like to mention is that to fund research grants
we d lend on what is submitted. The fluctuation might reflect very '51

well the type of applications that are submitted, and then are re-
viewed by peers of the applicants.

Mr. WALGREN. But you're showing a million in 1985that's not
far off the $600,000 figure that was mentioned. But you indicated
that you felt that the $600,000 reflected a decline in the research
center activity.

Dr. CATz. The epidemiological studies and other contracts came
to an end and, therefore, the money that was allocated for that
which had SIDS-specific within the title, or the aims, decreased the 7

total amount that was available.
Mr. WALGREN. Now, I would like to then ask, what's the perspec-

tive from the research centers view, if anyone is able to give us
that? The statement is that the research center component of this
effort has declined because certain research was phased, out.

Can anybody sr. to whether the research centers have been
not participating as they had in earlier years?

Dr. MANDELL. Let me just say from a clinician's point of view
that, as a clinician, this is the most frustrating of problems. You
know, I guess we have to ask ourselves what are we doing, what
are we searching for. We are searching for an answer to the
sudden infant death syndrome. It has been extremely elusi-e.

For us to focus, for example, on just one study here, and ex
that b-ainstem study to find the answer, I don't think is fair. There
must be a significant amount of research to fmd an answer. Re-
searchers must be stimulated. There must be funds to stimulate
that research. It is not available. Three million is not even enough
if we're talking dollars.

It seems to me that when we're talking about what is direct and
what is indirect, we need to ask ourselves a little bit about what
that means. It seems so basic, but we don't know why babies die.
You know, there are only several ways to dieeither your heart
stops or you stop breathing or your brain stops functioning. Any
kind of research that goes into cardiorespiratory or any brain phys-
iology can say this is related to the sudden infant death syndrome.
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Whether it really has the b,enefit that we .waiit to find the -answer
to sudden infant deith syndrome, we don't know. ,

When we're talking, about direct, SIDS-jelated research, .that'swhen I- think we biagin to ,focus on findin,g the, answer :suddeninfantdeath syndrome. That's what -we're talking about today..
Mr..W4Lowt., Thank -3-411, 4.,Mr. GAR#4.-Dr, Rowland.:

- Dr. ROWLAND. I appreciate your cominents'very much about notfocusing in one area. We:thought at one time malaria was causedby bad air:- Later on we found out malaria was caused by ihosqui.toes. So I think it is very' important to look at the. overall pictureand not just focus on one particular area.:
I want to change tha focus just atlittle bit,;_Dr. Mandell, to .whatyou were talking about earlier; about ,these young-parents thathave a- child that dies with crib death, particularlt if it's- a firstchild; then all the guilt` and fear. that they deallvith., the fear ofhaving another .child. It's not really unusual,- don't believe, tohave two children in one family with crib death. Maybe there issome familial relationship which even more focuses the attentionin this area.
Let me ask you about infant monitoring, the monitoring of respi-ration, cardiac monitoring, how much good you think that does.Can you give any information -to us about how monitoring mayhave helped these couples in dealing with this problem? -
Dr. MANDELL. This is a very difficult clinical problem. The an-swers are unknown. I know that we happen to be in a situationwhere many monitors are being used. Whether' or not they, in fact,are preventing a significant number of deaths is really unknown. Itis something that is plaguing clinicians because we don't know andwe're not sure any more exactly who to monitor; -we're not surewho is at risk; we're not sure if monitors are, in fact, helping thosewho are at risk.
We know certainly that they help some children. How many chil-dren is an unknown. But because it's unknown, because we're notable to say how many and who is at risk, we tend to monitor morechildren. So it's a very difficult question. I wish that I had theanswer to that question.
Dr. ROWLAND. Do you recommend, if there has been one cribdeath in the family, that subsequent newborns be monitored?
Dr. MANDELL. This differs in different parts of the country. Whathappens in one area is not necessarily what happens in otherareas. There is a real difference of opinion as to whether or notthese children should be monitored.
Dr. RowLANn. Mrs. Garcia, what about the situation with yourson and daughter-in-law?
Mrs. Jane GARCIA. We now have a new grandchild and he's 6

months old, thank God. The monitor came home from the hospital
with him. My daughter -iii -law prepared herself, and my son aswell. It is a tremendous emotional trauma to have a life come into
this world that is going to be attached to b. machine; to be constant -1y reminded of Alex' death every day with tnat blue suitcase in the
nursery. I really would go to bed at night and worry about thevalue, the medical value of this cloud hanging over a new life. We
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were trying so much to separate our past experience and psyching
ourselves up to prepare ourselves for the death of another child.

The doctors felt that after the first months it was no longer
really necessary to keep him attached to a monitor. He is not being
used as a subject for research, not because we have any objection to
it but because there really are no facilities. There is no money and
there is no program in the area of Albany, NY, or any ,medical
school working on this. So there is no way we can use our case,
other than what we're doing here today, to help in a more active
way through research.

I would like to make an additional commcnt. Years ago sufferers
of Alzheimer's disease thought that this was just a normal aging
process. I think today that because SIDS has been around since bib-
lical times, since the beginning of man that it may be perceived as
a major health issue. Its not a recent invention and it wasn't in-
vented by the National SIDS Foundation. But what is different
now in this century, in the last 23 years that the Foundation has
existed, is that for the first time there's a separation between child:
hood diseases as medical conquests have occurred; we have been
able to eliminate measles as a scourge, small pox, tuberculosis,
whooping cough and any one of the other childhoodall of these
things we have vaccines for. So now we've been able' to isolate this
other cause of death and it doesn't seem to be related to any of
these other childhood diseases. Why should we not provide the nec-
essary funds to study and examine the causes therein. That's what
it's all about and what we're really concerned about. The need is
increasing, however, the funds are decreasing to specifically study
this. That, I think, is the crucial issue here before us.

Dr. ROWLAND. Mr. Chairman, I think there is, even though it's
grossly inadequate, some research going on into the etiology. But
I'm really concerned about those couples who have had a child like
this. There doesn't seem to be any general agreement about what
needs to be done in counseling these parents on what to do from
the standpoint of protecting a second child they may have. I would
like to see more attention focused in this area also.

Thank you very much.
Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll be very brief because I

know your time is short. However, I want to ask the question about
warning and monitoring.

I want to thank you and thank the panel. It has been one of the
better hearings I have attended. When my dad was in World War
II, I lived with my aunt. One day my cousin died in the crib. I was
just a little boy, but I remember my uncle rushing him to Bryn
Mawr Hospital. It was a very difficult time. I was small and don't
really recall a lot of the facts, but I know that we never knew the
reason why. Obviously, this SIDS was the case.

I have two questions? One, I understand there were 7,000 SIDS
cases in the United States, last year. Is that figure increasing or
decreasing?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. As far as we know, in the last 10 years that
number has neither increased nor decreased.

Mr. WOLF. So all the efforts to date really haven't made that
much of a difference?
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Dr. VALDES-DAFENA. As far as we can tell, the number has not
changed substantially.

Mr. WOLF. Do you know what that number would be worldwide?
Dr. V 1LDES-DAPENA. I don't.
Mr. WOLF. Does anybody know?
Dr: CATz. No. Unless people do keep statistics in other places, it

would be very hard to come by because you depend on the diagno-
sis as well.

Mr. WOLF. It would be well over 100,000, I would think.
Dr. VALEES-DAPENA. In European countries we are aware of thefact that it is pretty much the same as it is here-2 per 1,000

babies born alive. But you can't` get any figures from Third World
countries because they don't have the mechanism set tip to count
and to do the adequate autopsies.

Mr. WOLF. But based on the testimony of Dr. Catz, it hits every-
one equally. You could almost extrapolate, couldn't you, and figure
what the worldwide number is?

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. I don't know that any figures exist.
Mr. WOLF. Well, could you do that, just for the committee to

have that on the record?
Dr. CATz. We could try, but it wouldn't beI don't know that it

would be representative.
[The information follows:]

WoRtnwmE INCIDENCE OF SIDS

As previously stated, it is not possible to provide an accurate figure for the total
number of SIDS deaths worldwide. Reliable SIDS incidence data are not availablefrom mcst of the countries of the world. The lack of data is not limited to just the
"so-called" developing nations.

To comply with the request for a figure of the worldwide incidence of Sl)S we
studied the available data and developed estimated incidence rates ranging from 1.5to 2.5 per 1,006 live births. The current estimate of the U.S. incidence rate is be-tween 1.5 and 2.0. Using the United Nations estimate of 128.5 million worldwide
births in 1985, and our incidence rate range of 1.5 to 2.5, we derive an estimate of
between 193,000 and 321,00e worldwide SIDS deaths in 1985. We would suggest thatthe average of these estimates--257,000is a reasonable, probably conservative, es-
timate of the number of worldwide SIDS cases in 1985.

Mr. WOLF. You would hare to footnote it and explain that this
was extrapolated, but if you could do that I think that would be an
interesting figure. I think maybe that would be one way to gener-ate a lot more support.

The last question is so general that maybe you want to just
answer for the record. Is there anything that we can do withregard to an educational process to make people more aware of
SIDS? I think Alzheimer's disease is a very good example of the
effort I am thinking of. Two years ago I didn't even know anything
about Alzheimer's disease. Now I'm working on an Alzheimer's res-
pite center in my district. I have met people who have Alzheimer's
patients in their family. All of a sudden it's a very important issue.
Partly because there was a movie on television about it with
Joanne Woodward.

Is there anything we can do from an educational po:ntthis
hearing is a good beginningto get people interested in it?

Mrs. JANE GARCIA. I think there are a number of things we can
do. I think education is the prime objective. I think making people
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aware of the, fact that this can happen, to them and if it does,
happen to them they're not alone.

The National SIDS Foundation is beginning a TV campaign in
English and in Spanish, to educate the public, on SIDS. The fotmda: )41.
tion has liinifed finds. And we will be doing other, things along
those lines. But I think as far as legislation, issoncerned, I believe
a commitment to providemore fundwianekessait:2

The National SIDS- Foundation is committed to 4tundraiSing
measures in the future because we see the:need for doing Wenn:.
selves., But we need to hake/Partnership with the Government,,and,
with the private sectortils:*611, :

".>.;

Dr. VALDES-DAPENA. £3116U1CL like to make this, one -entry :before,
leaving the microphone. We aren't going to solve the problem of 16,41
crib death until we know why and how it occurs. Indirect research
projects are indirect and they're not going to get at that critical
core, whereas directly related researchand we need more of it
can approach the critical question. ..!

Dr. CATZ. If I may add something' to that, the fact that the Insti-
te is very aware of that and provides within what we receive the

.

maximum attention to the SIDS project. AS a matter of fact, of all
approved grants that come to the Natioqal, Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, 28 percent during the last year
have been funded. For specific SIDS research it was 60 percent,
and actually we raised to paybecause it wasn't within the fund-
ing rangethe research project that Dr. Dapena mentioned, be-
cause we realized the importance f it.

On the other aspects of the high risk, the generally related, we
are funding at the level of 47 to 56 percent of the approved grants.
So the Institute is very aware and wants to put emphasis and is
putting emphasis in that particular area.

Mr. WOLF. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you.
I would like to thank the panel.
For the next panel we have Ms. Carrie Sheehan from Seattle,

WA, who is the wes,..-:n regional director of the National SIDS
Foundation, and Miss Gayle Reiter from Pacifica, CA, who is the
legislative coordinator for the northern California chapter of the
National SIDS Foundation, and Mr. Parker H. Petit, who is the
founder and chairman of the board of Healthd3-ne, Inc., and the
chairman of the board of the American Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome Institute. The regional representatives of the National SIDS
Foundation will focus on block .-...-ants and SIDS-related counseling
services, and Mr. Petit will speak to us about the use of home
infant health monitoring devices.

I would like to thank all of you for coming today. Your state-
ments will all be entered into the record in their entirety. I would
ask you to summarize. There is another panel after this and I ap-
preciate very much your coming here today from as far away as
you have.

Dr. ROWLAND. Mr. Chairman, while we are waiting, may I make
a comment?

Mr. GARCIA. Certainly.

4,4
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Dr. ROWLAND. I want to welcome Pete Petit; who I have known
for a long time, to this hearing. He also had a tragic experience, as
he will relate to you I am sure, regarding crib death. I have known
that he has been involved in infant monitoring for a loagfinie and
entered into this' area because of the tragedy ttle experienced
in his family. ' ,

I'm going to have to leave because he it o'clock appoint-
ment elsewhere, but I just wanted to thank him,as well as the
other members; Toebeing here:

Mr: GiaciA. I thenleyou for beingtheie, and I knowNsomeOf the
other members will be 'pining us eftei-.,this:yote is:Conpleted..The
vote is completed but there was some bisiziess on the-floor that's
still going on:

However you may,prOceed.

STATEMENT OF GAYLA REITER, SIDS PARENT, AND LEGISLA-
TIVE COORDINATOR FOR THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAP-
TER.. NATIONAL SIDS FOUNIJATION

41

Ms. Rum. My name is Gayle Reiter and I have submitted a
written statement. I am going to just summarize some of my re-
marks and try to direct them to some of the points that have al-
ready been disitissed.

This is my husband, Wilfred Scott. We are both very active in
our union and have become, active in the Mrthern California
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Foundation chapter since the
death of our baby about a year ago. Our baby girl, Layta, died the
day after ThanksgivingNovember 26, 1984of sudden infant
death sydrome.

We can tell you from personal experience that we've never had a
more devastating event in our lives, but perhaps even more shock-
ing was what re found when we began to look into what was being
done to find the causes and prevent this tragedy from touching
other people. We found that the Federal committraent to fund re-
search and support to families mandated by the 1974 SIDS Act,
had been abandoned.

I am very concerned both with what has happened in funding for
SIDS research and also with what has happened since the block
grant program went into effect, because both efforts have suffered
tremendous adverse setbacks. Funding for SIDS programs has been
disproportionately lowered in both areas. When all of the facts are
on the record, each person here will realize that even though SIDS
receives less than two-tenths of 1 percent of total funding from the
Department of Maternal and Child Health, the SIDS programs
have been slashed in much greater proportion than other MCH
programs.

You have all heard the statistics which have so elsquently been
quoted. SIDS kills more babies in the first year of life than all
other causes czr-lbined. And yet vo ievote so little money to find-
ing its causes and so little pport td attention to helping the
families deal with this tragedy.

I recently read the Senate hearings that Senator Cranston con-
ducted in 1978, also the hearings in 1973 before passage of theSIDS Act. At that time there were significant problems in the
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States. Many parents were still being arrested foruspected child
abuse when their babies die of SIDS. it was due to a clamoring and
an outcall that the hearings were held and the 1974 SIDS At was
passed. . 3 4 't "

Now, what happened iii those hez.srings-,was that Congress pohat-
ed to the fact that the year ,prior, ?dud': would hav,e;been, 1973,
only $603,000 had been, ape,nt- fore SIDS riiimarT resear4i. They
termed that outrageous. I think it iss.indeeci,,ironiethat,,we,look at
today's funding levels andilea4hat we're about akthat sainetlevel.'
Tea years after

were
of-the, I974,:act, ,wahavetragteasedA the

point that we were origipally when felt the'peed.tvisas'ff) gioa.theYeleral effort of.disitstrOusly'linadequefe:
When we talk aka SIDS pnnary research we're talking:fib:int

a very wide subject. It is not narrov,i( in scope because SIDS RimarY
research as defined by NIH covers the investigation of low birth-
weight babies, pregnancy, fetal development, preitaturity, neonatal
adaption, indices of risk for SIDS, studies of grief, family support
it's a fairly broad area. And yet, only $657,000 was devoted to it
last year, less than $600,000 is budgeted this year. How can we rec.,
oncile that grossly inadequate amount of support?

I question the priorities of how the meager amount was allocat-
ed. I also question the manner in which NIH is distributing the
money. After several months of trying to obtain a breakdown,from
NIH (without success) of how the funds were allocated, what re-
search projects were being funded, I finally asked Congressman
Miller to obtain that information. He got it within a-week, whereas
I had not been able to obtain it in months. They furnished him a
statistical breakdown and it showed, for instance, in SIDS primary
research, that Biodyne; Inc. had received a grant of $497,000 for
last year to develop a motion sensitive monitor.

That constituted well over 50 percent of the total amount funded
for primary research for.the entire year. I think we have to ques-.
tion where the priorities are. This is a highly controversial area. I
am not going to address whether or not monitors are a worthwhile
subject of funding, but certain questions arise about why such a
large percentage of the funds are devoted to one project when so
many others have gone unfunded. We need congressional oversight
of this area.

In addition to the problems regarding research, there is the very
severe adverse impact of the block grant concept on SIDS support
services in the various States. Senator Cranston, in 1981, when he
was asking for an extension of the SIDS Act stated in the Congres-
sional Record that the primary progress we had made in SIDS re-
search had come through the information-gathering systems that
had been created through passage of the 1974 SIDS Act. Unfortu-
nately, most of that progress has been halted because of the fact
that many States have either substantially reduced or cut out their
prc-inms altogether.

The May 1984 GAO report highlights some of those problems. I
understand the Congressman is having that portion of the GAO
report entered into the record.

I can tell you about California and what has happened in Califor-
nia directly. Under block grant decisionmaking, California decided
tat SIDS was not a high priority, so they completely slashed all
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funding to the SIDS, project which had previously been catergoical=
ly funded by the Federal Government. Previonily there had been a.
SIDS project that was very professional. They runded writing,and
publishing of pamphlets in several languages; they held seminars;:;
they taught classes for professionals such as firemen,'aMbulaneei
and hospital pefioinel. They produced. movies and they distributed
these. Milt services were extremely useful.=an& yet their entire
staff was dismantled. They were also responsible for gathering, in-f''
formation and statistics on SIDS_bides7fhrotigtioutthe State. They,
no longer have ally atiff to perform ()Mese functiiiiis.l.The
SIDS project had 'had five, fulkirde professionals,, clericals,
and student aides who directid Statewide SIDS" support

of that is gone now. .
If you look at Stee after State after State, this itory is_repeated

in numerous instances. New York halted funding for counseling
and research projects hecause they felt other problems had higher
priority. Michisan eliminated all inservice training, as well as
public information efforts. They didn't have enough money. Florida
discontinued services for families because. they felt they had higher
priorities and there weren't sufficient funds to stretch for their
meager budget. Colorado reduced their expenditures over 35 per-
cent in year becat:3e they had other priorities.

In Utah, they eliminated funding for social workers and nurses ,11
in the SIDS project, leaving only one person part time to cover the
entire State. They also drastically reduced money for travel, publi-
cations, seminars, and counseling. The story is similar in State
after State. The needs are great, but little is being done to meet
these needs.

The heartrendering impact of SIDS is not being addressed in an
organized or effective manner. We need congressional oversight on
how the moneys that are being spent on research are being spent.
We need oversight in how NIH is setting their research priorities.
We need a concerted congressional investigation of the impact of
the block grant program on information and counseling and educa-
tional efforts in the State.

I wish to thank all of the Congressmen for taking an interest in
this very important subject. I especially want to thank George
Miller for sponsoring House Joint Resolution 322 and for Congress-
men Garcia, Miller, and Waxman for holding these hearings.

[The statement of Gayle Reiter follows:]
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TESTIMONY FOR HEARING
ON H. J. RESOLUTION 322

Subcommittee on Census and Population
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Thursday, November 14, 1985

Gayle Reiter
SIDS Parent, and Legislative Coordinator for the

Northern California Chapter, National SIDS Foundation

My name is Gayle Reiter. I am a SIDS parent and a- currently the

Legislative Coordinator for the Northern California LDS Foundation. My husband,

Wilfred Scott, and I lost our baby to SIDS nearly a year ago ou 11/26/84. The

loss of our baby Zo SIDS was the most devastating event in our lives --- having

A far greater impact than the death of both of my parents, tragic deaths of

close friends, serious personal injuries, health problems, etc. I vas determined,

however that Layla's death would not be in vain, ... making a commitment to do

anything I could to prevent other parents from experiencing a similar tragedy.

When I began to investigate SIDS and what was being done to discover its

causes as well as the programs that existed to collect information, provide

education, etc., I became quite concerned. It soon became clear that budget cuts

had adversely impacted on research as well as educational support and information

gathering mandates of the 1974 SIDS Act.
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As you know, federal efforts in the area of SIDS began with the 1974 SIDS

Act, Public Law 93-270. This act established 3 basic programs related to SIDS.

The first was a program of research (with annual reporting to Congress) specif-

ically related to SIDS through the National Institute of Child Health and Human

D(velopment (H.I.C.H.D.) The second invelved developing a program to educate the

public and supply materials related to SIDS to :lealth care professionals, law

enforcement personnel, and the general public. The third was authorization for

the government to make grants and enter into contracts for the collection of

data Ind information related to the causes of SIDS as well as providing for

counseling/information services to families of SIDS victims. In passing this

legislation, Congress went on record as deploring the lack of information,

research of services devoted to SIDS.

SIDS kills between 6,500 and 10,000 babies each year (roughly 30 babies

die each day with more babies dying annually from SIDS than from birth defects,

cerebral palsy, cancer, heart disease -- virtually all other causes combined).

Despite these alarming statistics, we are spending leas on primary research

SIDS than at any time since passage of the 1974 SIDS Act. One of the facts

that was pointed to in dismay during hearings on the original SIDS Act vas

"minimal federal involvement in research." Several Congressmen decried the fact

that the government had only spent $603,575.00 on SIDS primary research the

prior year (i.e. 1973 - the year prior to passage of the act). It is indeed

ironic that last year's funding for SIDS primary research was only $657.000.00.

(3
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SIDS primary research encompasses a wide tinge of topics incl.-ding research

in low birth veight babies, indices of risk for SID:. pregnancy, fetal

development, prematurity, neonatal adaptation as well as studies to help

families deal with SIDS.

Senator Alan Cranston, when introducing Senate Bill 560 to extend the

authorization for SIDS in February 1981, noted that we had made progress since

1974, but indicated that the $5,380.000.00 budgeted for primary research that

year was clearly inadequate. He would undoubtedly be alarmed at current

funding levels -- amounts budgeted have plummeted. For example funding for SIDS

primary research was $2,763.000.00 in 1982. $1,780,000.00 in 1983 and a mere

$657,000.00 in 1984. When one analyzes the data furnished by H.I.H. of its SIDS

related grants. it appears the majority of all monies expended for SIDS specific

research vent to Biodyne Inc. for development of a motion sensitive apnea monitor.

The issue of monitors is a highly controversisl are., and without addressing those

issues, it would appeir questionable to expend such a large portion of the total

budget on a single research project. Certainly, it appears there is strong need

for Congressional oversight both on the total amounts expended for research as

well as the manner of disbursements and cri eria used by H.I.H. We need planning

and coordination of research projects to gain the maximum from monies expended.

In addition to cuts in funding for research, there have been serious declines

in allocations for counseling. education, collection of data. autopsies. funding

of SIDS Projects. etc. Senator Cranston indicated in the 2/24/61 Congressional

Record. "much of the progress made in SIDS research in recent years has resulted
4
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frrm the increased SIDS death informatian and data arising from the information

and counseling programs." Yet, once categorical funding for SIDS stopped and

the block grant concept was substituted, much of the collection of data,

educational and other locally based programs were either significantly cut

back or terminated. Several counties (including the one we are in right now)

felt monies previously spent on SIDS could be better .pent elsewhere -- they

elimina'..d their SIDS program. Though federal monies were given, albeit in

diminished amounts, to each state which had a SIDS project as of 1981, no monies

were allocated nor provisions made to expand SIDS programs in areas which had

none operational by 1981. At least 14 states had no SIDS projecte in 1981.

At a recent conference in Albuquerque, Gerry Norris (Director of SIDS

Program for the Department of Maternal and Child Health) described the

frustratio,1 in her office's inability to track what had happenea with SIDS

programs in each state since block grants were effectuated. Many area suffer

generalized shortage of staff in their health programs. Hence positions formerly

devoted to SIDS projects full time have often been eliminated with SIDS re-

sponsibilities being added to the already extensive duties of :he remaining staff.

The overall impaLt is frequently little or no time or planning devoted to SIDS

issues.

Most of the information which documents the adverse impact of the block

grants is anecdotal, but it appears to constitute 0 distinct pattern of declining

service throughout the United States. For example, Carol Farina, the recently

retired Director of the SIDS project ,11 California, described how he- program
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nad been devastated by the switch to the block grant concept. Prior to block

grants, her staff consisted of 5 full time profess-onals, one to two full

time clericals plus several student aides. They had done a quarterly newsletter,

wrote, published and distributed pamphlets in several languages, conducted

numerous seminars as well as collected data on SIDS deaths. .11 of these

services have been halted due to their staffing cuts. Once federal reporting

requirements tied to maintenance of categorical funding cease, there is no

guarantee that states will contir-ie any of their former SIDS related services.

In fact many states pass responsibilities for making the cuts onto counties,

hence there is frequently not even statewide coordination of data/services.

Money for the various ancillary services has also been sharply curtailed.

A SIDS parent on our Board who works for Alameia County reported that a mere

$13.00 is allocated in his county p.r SIDS death. With this the county is to

perform autopsies, provide counseling to SIDS parents, furnish pamphlets and

collect information (like completing questionnaires concerning the child's

health, the mother's pregnancy, etc.) Obviously it is an impossible task given

the funds allocated.

Sev ':1 of the participants in the Albuquerque conference described

similar problems in their own states. Frances Prost, the Dire-tor of the

SIDS program in Utah described how block grant funding had forced the rcmoval

of the social workers and nurse from their SIDS project leaving only 1 pro-

fessional to administer the program. But staffing cuts were only the tip of

the iceberg: travel money was drastically cut as were funds for counseling

,AIIIIIIMONIMENYCIBINVIMI.1.1a2010.11.211017MON=.11.11111.1111=61.1111.
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and educational services such as pamphlets, training, seminars, etc. Their

small budget was further diminished by the requirement that they transfer to

the Medical Department, $125.00 per SIDS death whenever a coronet performs

an autopsy. Regional Directors for tie SIDS Foundation from the Eastern and

Central United States described similar scenarios in their states. Staffs

and monies to administer SIDS programs have universally been cutback, or in

several instances, eliminated altogether.

Specific authorization for SIDS funding ended in 1984 -- the Senate has

retained report language which says the SIDS Learinghouse is useful, hut its

future rests with the whim of a large bureaucracy. The heart rending problems

associated with a SIDS death are not beine addressed in an organized nor

effective manner. We desperately need renewed Corgressic lal intervention and

action -- I urge you to consider holding additional hearings to take a hard

look at the amount of funding for SIDS research as well as the type of research

being funded. Addi low/11y, I ask that you review and closely study the

state of SIDS programs in each state -- how has the block grant concept impacted

upon service delivery? What needs exist in information gathering, educational

outreach, parent support and counseling, training, establishment of and/or use

of uniform autopsy protocols, writing, publishing of and distribution of SIDS

materials, data collection, e,.c.?

I thank each of you for the time and concern you have demonstrated for

this very important issue. I would especially like to thank Congressman Miller

for the considerable energy he and his staff expended in sponsoring and getting

passed House Joint Resolution 322.
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Mr. GARCIA. Ms. Sheehan.

STATEMENT OF CARRIE SHEEHAN, WESTERN REGIONAL
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SIDS FOUNDATION

Ms. SHEEHAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Carrie Sheehan and I
am the regional director of Western States for the National SIDS
Foundation. I manage the activities of 25 chapters, some of them.
"kitchen table" operations, and others, sophisticated compacerized
models. Services range from parent support to community educa-
tion, research and fundraising, to Government relations. I am
happy to have this opportunity to express from my perspective
some of the concerns regarding the impact of the public sector on
our program.

It was parental concern that initiated the SIDS movem ant for re-
search and support of victins, and these activities by parents and
families does continue.

As Dr. Catz steted the direct grants to States and programs
under the SIDS Act ended in fiscal year 1982. The legislation that
followed included but did not mandate State Masi block grant
funding of SIDS projects or activities. Given that freedom to alter
their investment among MCH programs under the block, grant,
many States did not make substantial changes in their budgets and
priorities.

This past summer I had the privilege of working with Geraldine
Norris, the Director of the Federal SIDS Program, and others, to
produce a new Federal SIDS publication. it also focused on the
tragic theme of SIDS impact on the entire community. It points out
the toll of blame and guilt and the complexity of responses of the .

various groups which it affects. It is these very same groups Which
now are beginning to feel the shockwaves of cutbacks.

Many public health services are being eroded, Tf, oakened, or
denied. Let me give you a laundry list of some of them.

For example, Hawaii. InitiallY, $50,000 was budgeted for the five
islands, more recently $20,1100. This past September the State listed
SIDS as "low priority" ani: all funding was dropped. Unfortunate-
ly, at this time the Hawaii National SIDS Foundation chapter is
not a strong one. Paradoxically, Hawaii's Diiision of Maternal and
Child Health named the extension of mental health support as a
top priority for this year.

MONTANA

The State receives no funding from MCH sources, has no State
SIDS program, and only a chapter in Billiligs to serve the entire
State. The State has no allowance for autopsies, which as you know
is the only way to identify a SIDS case accurately, and as recently
as October a couple whose child died of SIDS was initially charged
with murder and exonerated only after a full investigation.

In my own State of Washington, a catch 22 exists, where Chil-
drens Orthopedic Hospital, the site of the project, is the block grant
recipient. Hospital personnel needs supercede the project needs,
causing a continual reorganization because of lack of continuity. In
1984 there were 181 SIDS deaths in this State. In another western
State without a chapter, th a Division of Maternal and Child Health
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has denied a minimal $2,000 each to the seven health districts,
with the statement that "the districts will be doing it anyway."
There is no legislation in Idaho for SIDS autopsies.

In your State of New York, the SIDS program, with three centers
in the State, operated a cost-effective program with an inadequate
$218,275 block grant that needed to be supplemented by a State
Health Department fund of $120,000. Because that State, money
had been awarded them, their block grant for fiscal year 1986 iias
been cut by $10,000. This means they will probably lose the service
of one part-time nurse who provides the ongoing education of
EMT's, funeral directors, and clergy.

In Texas, the State, with community projects only in the urban
centers of Houston and Dallas, receives $20,000 and $50,000 respec-
tively, $70,000 for the whole State. While there is State money for
autopsies, a justice of the peace may request an autopsy but is
under no obligation to do so. The health department provides infor-
mation to the public and professionals as requested. According to
department statistics, in 1984 only 78 percent of reported SIDS
deaths were autopsied. Based on the 2.0 SIDS per thousand live
births, Texas would have an extimated 598 SIDS, but only 351 were
reported. In a recent court case, the pathologist for the State stated
that 95 percent of SIDS are really child abuse.

Finally, if the restoration of categorical funding is not possible,
at least I would hope for a federally mandated MCH block giant
funding of State SIDS programs. Because of the confidenfinlity leg-
islation in these States, doors remain closed to programs in the vol-
untary sector. And if there is no State program, families are often-
times left without any adequate assistance. Furthermore, without a
comprehensive Federal program, there can be no uniform reporting
of statistics.

At the turn of the century in America it was not uncommon in
many families to experience infant death. In spite of what we have
heard today rbout SIDS, we really do no, expect it. And yet, in our
country in 1985, the sudd3n death of an infant becomes a fact,. a
reality for a family, once every hour.

The poet Robert Frost, who suffered the death of his infant,
wrote in the poem "Home Burial: 'The nearest friends can go with
anyone to death comes so far short, they might as well not try at
all. " That was true for me 30 years ago when my daughter Molly
died. Such reality need not be quite as true today when those vic-
tims of SIDS are given scientific facts, compassionate support of
other parents, and hope derived from current research. With count-
less others, we will block the toed for any who might return to the
past.

[The statement of Carrie Sheehan follows; also included is a
letter in response to subcommittee questions:)
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TESTIMONY FOR HEARING
ON H.J. RESOLUTION 322

Subcommittee on Census and Population
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families,

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Thursday, November 14, 1985

Carrie Sheehan

Western tegional Director, National SIDS Foundation

My name is Carrie Sheehan and I am the Regional Director of the

nineteen western states for the National Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

Foundation. I intaage the activities of twenty Live Lim= mf

then 'kitchen table' operations and others, sophisticated zomputerized

models. Services range from parent support to community education,

research and fundraising to government relations. I an happy to have

this opportunity to express, from my perspective, some of the needs

a

and concerns regarding the impact of the public sector on our program..

It was parental c(acern that initiated the SIDS movement for research

and support of victims, and these activities by parents and families

continues. However, recently at the National Conference on Volunteerism

In Scottie, the kcynotc,speaker 'aid that despite the im2ressive increase
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in volunteerism there is no way volunteers alone can make up for the

sharp reduction in government programs in the past few years.

Prior to 1975, the Government's involvement in SIDS was limited

primarily to research. However, the SIDS Act of 1974, required the

United States Department of Health and Human Services to develop

public information and professional educational materials relating to

SIDS and to disseminate them to persons providing health care, public

safety officials and the general public. These direct grants to states

and programs under the SIDS Act ended in FT 1982. The legislation that

followed included but did not mandate state UCH Block Grant funding of

SIDS projects or activities. Given that freedom to alter their in-

vestments among MCH programs under the Block Grant, many states did not

make substantial changes in their budgets and priorities.

Regretfully these cuts came the year after the National Institute

of Child Health and Yuman Development report declared, "No systeaatic

studies have yet been undertaken concerning tha impact of social,

cultural, and sexual factors on the grieving process or on coping with

the loss of a family member who dies suddenly and unexpectedly from no

apparent cause. Cross-cultural studies might suggest ways of making SIDS

a less lonely and traumatic experience through more supportive community

attitudes and interventions."

This past summer I had the privilege of working with Geraldine Norris,

the Director of the Federal SIDS Program and others to produce a new

federal SIDS publication. It also is focused on the tragic theme of SIDS
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impact cn the entire community. It points out the toll of blame and guilt

and the complexity :f responses of the various groups which it affects.

It is these wiry same groups which now are beginning to feel the shock

waves of cutbacks. Many public health services are being eroded.

weakened or denied. For example: Hawaii--- Initially $50,000 was

budgeted for *he five islands, more recently, $20,000. This past

September 30th, the state listed SIDS as "low priority" and all funding

was dropped. Unfortunately, at this time, the Hawaii National SIDS

Foundation Chapter is not a strong one. Paradoxically, Hawaii's Division

of Maternal and Child Health named the erten. ,n of mental health support

as a top priority for this year.

Montana-- The state receives no funding from MCH sources, has no state

SIDS Program and only a chapter in Billings to serve the entire state.

The state has no allowance for autopsies (the only wdy to identify a SIDS

case accurately) and as recently as October, a couple whose child died of

SIDS, was initially charged with murder and exonerated only after a full

investigation.

Washington State--- t catch 22 exists where Childrens Orthopedic Hospital,

the site of the Project, is the Block Grant recipient and hospital personnel

needs supercede the Project needs, causing a continual reorganization

because of lack of continuitt. Yet in 1984, there were 181 SIDS deaths in

tbir state. In another western state without a chapter, the Division of
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Maternal and Child Health has denied a minimal $2,000 each to the seven

health districts with the statement that "Oa districts will be doing it

anyway." There is no legislation in this state for SIDS autopsies.

New York- - The SIDS Program with three centers in the state operated a

cost effective program with an inadequate $218,275 Block Grant supplemented

by State Health Department funds of $120,000. Because that state money

had been awarded them their Block Grant for FY 1986 has been cut by $10,000.

They will probably lose the services of one part time nurse who provides the

ongsing re-education of EMTs, funeral directors and clergy. SIDS claimed

the lives of 324 infants in New York State in 1984.

Texas--- The state, with community projects only in Houston and Dallas,

receives only $20,000 and $50,000 respectively. While there is state

money for autopsies, a Justice of the Peace may request an autopsy but is

under no obligation to do so. The Health Department provides information

to the public and professionals "as requested". According to Department

statistics in 1984 only 78Z of reported SIDS deaths were autopsied. Based

on the 2.0 SIDS per 1,000 live births, Texas would have an estimated 598

SIDS but only 351 were reported. In a recent court case, the pathologist

for the state, stated that 95Z of SIDS aro child abuse.

Finally, if the restoration of categorical funding is not possible,

at least, I would hope for federally mandated NCH Block Grant funding of

state SIDS programs. Because of confidentiality legislation in many states,

doors do remain closed to programs in the voluntary sector and if there is
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no state program, families are oftentimes left without any adequate

assistance. Furthermore, without a federal program there can be no

uniform reporting of statistics.

At the turn of the century in Anerica it was not uncommon in many

families to experience infant death. Today, we do not expect it. And

yet in our country in 1985, the sudden death of an infant becomes a fact --

a reality for a family, once every hour.

Ths poet Robert Frost, who suffered the death of his infant wrote in

the poem, Hoe. Burial

"The nearest friends can go

With anyone to death, comes so far short,

They might an well not try at all."

Such is not true now for those victims of SIDS who have been given

scientific facts, compassionate support of other parents and hope derived

from current research. We have come a long way since my daughter, Nally,

died 30 years ago. With countless others we will block the road for any

who might wish to return to the past.
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CARRIE SHEERAN
WESTERN REGIONAL DIRECTOR

NATIONAL SIDS FOUNDATION
VIS 16TH EAST, SEATTLE, WA 93112

(206) 3294922

December 9. 1985

The Honorable Robert Garcia
U.S. House of Representatives
Room 219 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

M Chairman*

The following remarks are in response to the Committee quest-
ioning me regarding Education at,ut SIDS as it exists in various
states.

Without a State Program large geogruphical states with sparse
populations such as those of Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, literally
have no education for public health dep..rtments. This year
Idaho did hold a teleconference for several hours regarding an
update about SIDS research. Because no State monies were available
for my participation, the Foundation assured thi expense.

In a recent conversation with the Coordinator of ta, State Pro-
gram in Oklahoma, he cited especially the inadequacy the pro-
gram in its ability to deal with marital counseling. Education
and marital counseling in the private sector costs $50 an hour
so is unavailable to many for whom the Project would recommend
it

The New Mexico Project was just notified that their budget would
be trimmed by $10,000 dollars reducing it to $53,000 which includes
education travel throughout the whole state. The SIDS telephone
line avialable formerly, for all in the state is to be discontinued.

T1-2 State of Washington also, cut back its 24hour phone service
to SIDS families, during 1985, in an effort to with their
budget cuts.

The last major education effort for the widespread health districts
in Alaska regarding SIDS information was a 1980 teleconference.

Prom the instructor of nursing education in San Antonio comes
the information that the State Health Department"only pays lip
service" to educating parents that autopsies are important and
monies are available. The population of the city's metropolital,
health &strict has little formal SIDS management service. The
unwritten belief is that "SIDS parents are parents who don't
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know how to take care of infants."

The Florida Project, once an outstandingone, now only has
resources to gather statistics. This coming wc2k the Coordi-
nator of the Louisiana Project will meet with me and the
Washington State Chapter to learn of their educational program
as the Project located in New Orleans is so minimal it is only
a "central register" for SIDS deths in the state.

In conclusion, I would point out that my earlier testimony
indicated the probable loss of the service of a part-time
nurse to educate the EMTs, funeral directors, and clergy of
New York State, the total lack of any educational program in
Montana and the termination of the Hawaii Program with the
consequent loss of any educational outreach.

While I realize thLsinformation is anecdotal and subjective,
it is the lack of a comprhensive Federal Program which
prevents the gathering of any statistics.

For myself and those families which I represent, you have
my deep appreciation of your concern about the issues which
affect SIDS management and ultimately those victims of the
tragedy.

C

Carrie Sheehan
12/9/85
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Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Petit.

STATEMENT OF PARKER H. PETIT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AND FOUNDER OF HEALTHDYNE,
INC.

Mr. Peru. Thank you. I am Pete Petit and have been directly
involved with sudden infant death syndrome since 1970 when I lost
my second son from a crib death. As a result. I foundediRealth
to develop equipment that physicians' felt would "Ax: hinefi in
preventing crib death. More -recently I haVe tbeconie chaiinian of
the American Sudden Infant Death'Syndroirieliistitute,
it national organization committed to increadinkoiii understanding
of SIDS and finding a means for its prevention. rbelieve that be-
cause of my long-term involvement with thigragic problsmaliave
gained a broad perspective on AIDS and'iliejuptiOrtsystems
for the Management of an at-risit.infant.

During the 1960's it was commonly held that the infant that died
of SIDS was perfectly normal. However,.since 1972, libianse of in-
creased research funding through NICHD, and the suppeit of the.
scientific community, we now know that SIDS iafantii have a.
chronic abnormality with subtle manifestations that ark detectable
within the first few days of life. It is also now beginning to appear
that this abnormality probably has its onset durmg.pregnan_

As a direct consequence of improved understanding °CODS and.
technological advances, there has been a rapid growth of clinical
efforts aimed at preventing SIDS and decreasing morbidity. A very
critical element in providing thiS base has been the development ofhome monitoring programs. It has been estimated that there_is at
least $150 million being spent annually, which includes diagnostic
studies, physicians' fees, hospital reimbursement, as well as the
services and equipment that are relate/71 to the home monitoring
programs.

As I stated, home monitoring p ams have become a critical
component in the clinical effortsro 'erected at preventing SIDS.
Therefore, it is extremely important to examine the effectiveness ofthese home monitoring programs

Within the last month, an international conference was held,
and it was attended by key. clinicians from around the world. The
conference was organized by the American SIDS Institute, Dr.
Alfred Stelnschneider, and Dr. Andre Kahn from Belgium. The
purpose of the meeting was to examine all available data as they
relate to the clinical issues or SIDS.

In general, there was full agreement that there are groups of in-
fants who are truly at higher risk to die of MS. Furthermore,
data was presented from Australia, France, and the United States
which indicate that sophisticated home monitoring programs, when
employed with selected high risk infants, are associated with a de-
crease in the incidence of SIDS. However, this conclusion was tem-
pered by the full recognition that these data were obtained employ-
ing far from idea research methodology.

It also became clear at this meeting that infants were dying
while being provided home health care. However it appeared that
most of these deaths were associated with a lack of utilization of
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the home monitoring device, even when the device was available in
the home. Because of the weaknesses of some of the available data,
this clinical group also felt the need for more scientific evaluation
of home monitoring programs, the need for assessing means for im-
proving, home monitoring programs, and for research, to irdpreve
the clinical techniques for identifying infants at risk. for SIDS. In
other words, more applied or clinical reseatch is, definitely needed.

Today the needs associated with raducing,SIDS and,managing at-
risk infants are numerous. However, there are two needs that j--tfeel
are paramount. First, while the Government was generous thiring
the late 1970's with research, dollarti.for this roblem, i feel that
the funding was ,curtailed somewhat ,early and private and indus-
try sources have not bridged the gap.

Second, there is a danger to the support group that has devel-
oped .once 1978 that supports the SM&proiie infant. Many infant's
receive monitoring as a result of State-funded Medicaid prokrams..
Through the federally funded block grant progikams, these funds
are supposed to flow with some degree. of uniform care and
reimbursement criteria to patients in each State. At' the, present
time, there are majo-2 disparities in the State infant monitoring re-
imbursement programs

While I cannot overemphasize the need for additional Govern-
ment funds for SIDS research, I must, emphasize thaercertainly
realize the private sector's obligations to pick up where Govern-
ment funding falls short. I can assure you that I am personally
working toward attempting to unite various charitable SIDS orga-
nizations nationally so that. fundraising can,be aciompliah'ed in a
systematic and focused manner, as is done for other charitable or-
ganizations such as cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy.

However, I cannot report that we have completed that task, and
even when united, the needs for SIDS research will outpace chari-
table sources for some time in the future. I strongly recommend
that the Federal Government commit at least $2 million annually
to support research efforts. This is less than 2 percent of the total
annual cost for managing the at-risk infants to the health care
system today.

The international conference made it clear that there are, in
fact, infants who are at high risk to die of SIDS. It is also clear
that the only available approach to prevention that has soma sup-
port at this time is the use of home monitoring programs Unfortu-
nately, it is difficult in the current health care climate to provide
these programs and this kind of care to all infants in need, regard-
less of socioeconomic levels. However, I can say that a great deal of
progress has been made through Federal and industry efforts in
controlling the spiraling costs of health care and in moving health
care toward the lower cost providers.

Of course, one of these low cost providers is home health care,
and it is vital that the home health care remain an alternative to
hospital care. But, the problem is that many home care dealers are
currently finding it unprofitable to support home monitoring pro-
grams due to the difficulty in obtaining fair and equitable reim-
bursement for their Medicaid patients. If the reimbursement prob-
lems related to home monitoring are not stabilized, then the alter-
natives for these infants is hospitalization at cots of 20 to 30 times
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higher on a monthly basis. Therefore, I certainly think the home
monitoring program problems that are beginning to develop be-
cause of the lack of adequate reimbursement standards from State
to State is worthyof congressional'examination.

Mr. Chairman,. I want to thank you for the invitation and I
speak, I am sure, for the rest of thacpanel. It has been a pleasure
and I hope it has beeninformative.

[The following background information was furnished for the
record:]

PARKER H. Para, cHAiRmAki,p4iiat EXECUTIVE OFFICER, EFALTHDYNS, bre;

Parker H. Petit, a native of Atlanta, Georgia, is Chairman of$the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of Heolthdyne, Inc., an international dixersified medical products
and health care services armpany.

After losing hs second son to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (crib death) hi 1970,
Petit resigned his position Engineering Project Manager for the Lockheed-
Georgia Company of Marietta, Georg& and founded Healthdyne, Inc., where he de-
veloped the world's first home physiological monitoring device, now used worldwide
in the management of infants at risk for SIDS.:

Since that time, Hialthdyne Izas become a $134 million interiiatiOnid corporation
with a diverse product line that ranges from critical care for hospital use
to a full complement of therapies for home health care. Heal e's stool- is traded
on the national over-the-counter market under the symbol HD , . , '

Petit was born on August 4, 1939. He earned a Bachelor's degree in Mechanical
Engineering, and a Master of Science in Engineering Mechanics from the Georgia
Institute of Technology and anMBA in Finance from Georgia State University. He
served with an aviation unit of the United Sta*ArmY, attaining the rank of first
lieutenant. A fw

He is the author of a number of papers, including 'Industry PerspectiveApnea
Monitors for Home Use," presented in 1983, and a textbook, "Primer on Composite
Materials," published by Technomic Publishing Cornpany.in 11369.

iHe was the recipie nt in 1981 of the Humanititi A 1.4 Plaisir IYAttamer, a hu-
manitarian award presented by La Societe Francalse of Charleston,.S.C.- .

Petit is Chairman of the Board of the American, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Institute and a member of the Board of Directors of the Georgia Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation. He is a member of the, board of directors of Hybridoma Sciences, a bio-
technology company; Atlantic Southeast Airlines, a regibnal airline; and The Ad-
vanced Technology Development Fund, a ventw-3 capital fund. -

He is a member of the Cobb County Chamber of Commerce and the Health Indus-
try Manufacturers Association. A licensee tivmmercial pilot., he enjoys flying as well
as oil painting, skiing, golf and tennis. He '13 the father of two teenage children.

Mr. GARCIA. Thank you very much.
I would just like to say to all oryou how deeply appreciative we

are for your coming today. We all share something in common. I
am sorry that we don't have time for questions, but we will be sub-
mitting some questions to you and would appreciate your respond-
ing to them and getting those answers back to us as soon as possi-
ble.

Again, on behalf of the committee, we thank you very much for
being with us.

Ms. REITER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA, The third panel consists of parents who have suf-

fered losses of their children to SIDS and have come forward boldly
to share with us the personal impact of SIDS. The panelists are
Jennifer and Ken Wilkinson from Great Falls, VA, and Sherry and
Roan Waller from Dallas, TX. Would you be kind enough to come
up.

You have been waiting for quite some time. Have you worked
out an arrangement as to which couple will go first?
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Mrs. WILKINSON. Yes, I will go first.
Mr. GARCIA. Fine.

STATEMENT OF JENNIFER AND KEN WILKINSON, SIDS PARENTS,
GREAT FALLS, VA

Mrs. WILKINSON. I am Jennifer Wilkinson and this is my hus-
band, Ken. We lost our third child last December.

The story of our daaghter, Larkin Ade lle Wilkinson, is similar to
that of over 7,000 children in this country each year. It is the story
of the short life and sudden death of a person denied the possibility
of a future. It is the story of pain, ,struggle and in our case, sur-
vivalof individuals, a marriage, and a family. In all cases, it is a
story which ends with questions: Why did our baby die? Could it
have been prevented? What is this insidious killer called SIDS?

At birth, Larkin was pronob-iced healthy and normal by her doc-
tors, and subsequently at home we made our own private pro-
nouncements on her utter perfectionshe was beautiful, good na-
tured, and ours. She seemed to deyelop normally, growing stronger
and more alert with each passing week. She learneds to hold her
head up and turn over on schedule and by Christmas she had
reached that delightful age of 1Y2 months, when alertness turns
into real curiosity and smiles often becc-ne those memorable first
laughs.

The day after Christmas I found Larkin dead in her bassinet. No
words can adequately describe the shock, horror, and pain of a
parent at such a moment. To hold the cold stiff body of your infant
offspring is to see in one unexpected blow your own future chapter
deleted. To lose a baby whose sole source of nourishment had come
from your own body, as in my case, is something akin to amputa-
tion.

The longer term repercussions from such an event are endless. In
our case, we had to deal with our two older children's reactions.
Our 6-year-old, who had just entered the first grade with enthusi-
asm and excitement, suddenly slumped into apathy and depression.
Our younger girl had recurring nightmares and endless fears. "Can
I get SIDS? Am I old enough to die? How many birthdays do I ha"z
left ?"

The strain on our marriage was intense. While each of us was
craving the support and comfort of the other, the effort of merely
maintaining one's own equilibrium precluded the ability to give
and to support, and the anger that always accompanies such a
tragedy was a constant source of friction.

We had to deal with the reactions of others as well. We have dis-
covered that there are those who are made uncomfortable by our
pain and look to us for help in social situations. We continue ,to
face the casual "how's the baby" from those who somehow did hot
hear the news at the time.

But the hardest single aspect of the experience has been learning
to live with the hole left in each of our hearts by Larldn's absence.
To think that this story repeats itself on the average of 7,000 times
each year in this country, 1 baby every hour. I shudder to think
that at this very moment some mother somewhere may be discov-
ering the lifeless body of her beloved infant. It heighteos my sense
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of urgency to know first hand what further pain and struggle that
mother and her family have ahead of them.

Why, then, hasn't SIDS become a burning issue in this country?
Why has research been progressing at rAich a terribly' slow pace?
Why is so little money going into a cause so worthwhile?

I think there are several explanations. One reason is that the
general public remains ignorant about SIDS. Other, than those who
have had the misfortune of a first- or Second-hand experience, very
few people know the striking factsthat it i..the No. 1 killer of
infants in the first yea : of life; that there is no detecting it; that it
continues to happen with the same cruel regularity day after day,
month after month, year after year.

The figures are even more shocking when examined next to
those of the causes which have, for one reatiOn or another, come
under closer public scrutiny. Muscular dystrophy, for example,
thanks to Jerry Lewis' monumental efforts, receives millions of dol-
lars each year from public and private sources. Everyone is famil-
iar with "Jerry's Kids," the TV 2pecials, the donation boxes in gro-
cery stores:

Muscular dystrophy kills one-tenth the number, of people per
year that SIDS does.

AIDS is the most publicized disease just now, and ,also receives
major financial support. As of August of this year, AIDS had not
yet killed as many people total as SIDS does every single year.

Why, then is SIDS se' overlooked? Do we value the lives of our
babies so much less than those of others? Would the public concern
be aroused if such an ailment struck our country's 5-year-olds or
10-year -oils or 20-year-olds? Surely we realize that to lose 7,000
fresh young minds per year is to seriously deprive the country of
one of its greatest natural resources.

Why did Larkin die? Could it have been prevented? What is this
insidious killer called SIDS? Let us hope that through further
public awareness and research some of these questions will be an-
swered. For the love of Larkin and all the other babies, I pray it
will be so.

[The following response to written questions was received for the
record:]

To Jziorna WitanIsox
1. Were you aware of SIDS before Larkin died?
2. Why should the Federal Goveinment take on the responsibility and the finan-

cial burden of finding the cause and prevention of SIDS?
1. Before Larkin died, I had heard of "crib death" and had probably heard the

term SIDS, though I didn't know what it staid for. I had never known anyone whohad lost a baby to SIDS and had nc idea how common it was. Since Iftrning more
about SIDS myself, I have become increasingly aware of the general public's lack of
knowledge. Even many educated and well read people often believe there is a con-nection to one thing or anotherbreastfeeding versus bottle feeding, overhimdlirg,
sleeping alone versus sleeping with a parent . . . Indeed it is human nature to re-
quire some form of logical explanation for such an outrageour occurrence rather
than accepting the awful fact that virtually nothing is known about the cause.

2. In spite of the fact that SIDS is the number one killer of infants in the first
year of life, there is very little research being done either with public or privatefunds. There are basically two reasons for this sad state of affairs. The first is that
the study of 811)S necessarily involves that of pathology rather than medicine sincethere is no illness preceeding the death. This automatically offers more of a eh&
lenge to researchers than when patients with symptoms are available for study thus
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limitii g the number of scientists interested in undertaking such a project. The
fewer the number of requests for money, the fewer offers there will be. The second
reason for the painfully slow progress with SIDS research is the lack of public
awareness. Thegeneral public does not know enough about it to consider it a threat

ito them, when in fact, one baby in 500 is fairly high and all expectant mothers are
at risk. Further public awareness would trigger more interest and thus more re-
search.

If the federal government wens, to becOme involved, a national effort to break
through the SIDS mystery could be launched. Through the Center for Disease Con-
trol, a uniform system of reporting autopsies and a specific national set of require-
ments imposed on the individual states medical examiners offices could lead to more
accurate mformat,ca on a broader scale than presently available. Surveys on larger
numbers of SIDS victims would then be possible.

The federal government is the only body which has the financial resources to un-
derwrite a program on this scale. Such funding could be done on an indirect basis as
is the case with the Orphan Drug Bill thus attracting the private sector with the
tax credits necessary to recover some of the cost.

STATEMENT OF SHERRY AND RONN WALLER, SIDS PARENTS

Mr. WALLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ronn Waller" from
Dallas, TX. This is my wife, Sherry. Sherry has been a registered
nurse for over 8 years and has specialized in cardiac intensive care.
She holds two degrees in nursing and I, myself; hold three degrees
in chemistry? psychology, and mathematics.

I would like to introduce you to our son, Blake Christopher
Waller, and I would like to tell you a little bit about him.

We fell outside of every category that was previously mentioned
except fer one. Blake was a little boy. He was born November 21,
1984, at Medical City Hospital in Dallas, TX. He was delivered by
natural childbirth and was extremely healthy from the very begin-
ning. At birth he weighed 8 pounds, 11% ounces and was 21%
inchPs long, hardly an underweight at birth baby. His learning and
maturation process amazed his mother and I and even his pediatri-
cian by its rapid progress.

After 2Y2 months we hired a professional houwkeeper and
nanny, and Sherry resumed her career. Since her (Mee was so
close to the house. she would very frequently each day go home to
visit him and play because he was so playful and so happy all the
time. And I was the same way toward him. Blake and I were in
love at first sight and there seemed to be a special bond between
my son and I.

On the morning of March 6, 1985, we awoke to another day, as
we always did. I went into Blake's room to give him a kiss before
going to work. He awoke in his usual pleasant mood, laughing and
smiling. His nanny arrived on time and Sherry kissed her precious
child for just for the day, she thought, before going to her office.

At 1 p.m. Sherry called home. Nanny put the phone to Blake's
ear, and when he heard her voice he started cooing and laughing,
as he always did, because he recognized her. Then at 2 o clock
Sherry received a very frantic call from home. The message was;
"Sherry, Blake's not breathing." The bluntness of the message took
several seconds to sink in Sherry frantically tried to explain how
to do CPR and mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.

Suddenly the phone went dead and Sherry panicked. She
thought,

Suddenly
overreacted. She's left him alone and he's not

breathing." She immediately threw the phone down and rushed
home. Thoughts rating through her mind were that there must be
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some mistake. He's OK. When I get there he'll be all right, It was
just something she didn't understand.

But when she pulled into the driveway she encountered a.,sight
that was very frighten' . It's ene that I pray none of you ever see.
An intensive care ambulance was parked there and our, baby son
was sprawled in the back. One medic was trying to ,breathe life
back into his limp body while the ogler: was ,diling heartitempres-
sionst trying to restart his heart. Wheli.the,partimedics saw Sherry
running up to the driveway, they slammed e:door shut; -

Several of the neighbors were there trying to Tgassure let,-and
suddenly the paramedics yelled "Let's go." Sherry thOught, "'.171ifulk
God, Blake's alive." They still wouldn't 'tell her anything. They
wouldn't say, that he was OK.

The trip to the nearby emergency room- atthe hospital took only
a few minutes, but it was like slow motion. Someoneat her office
called me as all this was happening and I raced across town as fast
as I could. When .I arrived, we sat in the 'emergency room and
waited. We cried, we begged, and we prayed,,,that our only.tchild
would be spared. I was literally numb. How could this happen to
Blake, who was only 31/2 months. He was.a picture of health.

Forty-five minutes later the doctors came to tell, us that after
multiple doses of strong cardiac drugs Blake had a heartbeat, but
he was still not breathing onhis own and they feared there might
be brain damage because of lack ofoxygen.

We rushed him to the intensive care upit at Children's Medical
Center and asked the doctors on the way if there was some signs of
vomiting or some signs of something abnormal because we wanted
to blame something that we could really understand. They saidthere were no signs, that he was a perfectly healthy baby from
birth to that moment, and there was no reason to believe that he
had succumbed to some other problem.

They let us visit him in the ICU as frequently as we liked. We
stayed there all night long. We would go. in and talk to his lifeless
form on the bed and read the sign above his name that said (Blake
C. Waller, 3% months, respiratory arrest." Tho facts hanging over

ihis head shocked me into simplicity. We stayed all night looking
for some improvements. There was none. The next morning the
doctors came and told us that his brain waves were flat, that he
had no brain activity. He hadn't taken a breath on his ewn since
the day before.

Someone, some thing, had stolen our healthy, intelligent baby
from our lives. We asked the doctors what the diagnosis was and
they said sudden infant death

i
syndrome. It strikes quickly, quietly,

there is no detection, and there is no known cure. Your baby is just
clinically dead. Very simple facts, too simple. But that's all we
know about SIDS, except that it does take the lives of some 7,000
infants in the United States each year.

Sherry and I clung to each other. We couldn't believe what was
happening to our lives and to our future. You know, why was our
baby son lying there connected to all those ghastly mac;ames? We
didn't have the answers, and shockingly enough, neither did the
experts. Our son was dead and no one knew why.

at evening they moved Blake to a private room so that we
could be with him a few last moments. The doctors told us that we
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had to make the decision to disconnect the respirator. We prayed
to God not to have to make that decision. We wanted time just to
stand still. We felt if we could just keep him there on the respira-
tor, where we could see him and touch him, ilia:, everything would
be OK in time. But they said there was absolutely uo done of recov-
ery and that we had to do what we had to do.

At 10 p.m. that night the nurse rearranged all the equipment so
that Sherry could hold him one 1pF4.. time and rock him. Then I
took Blake tenderly from her arms and held him and gently rocked
him to sleep for an eternity. For 33/2 months I had rocked him to
sleep at that very time, at 10 o'clock each night.

We left the hospital and we left our baby son. Why had he lost
his life? Why couldn't the doctors give us a reason for that elusive
problem? Money. Doctors, medical examiners, and counselors alike
told us the problem was money. Why can't we have more money
available for such a horribly devastating problem as SIDS? I can't
help but think that if a few dollars more had been available, that
Blake would still be lying asleep in his soft crib in the room and be
with us today. If we had all worked together in providing research
funds, we might have found the answer. Why can't we protect the
innocent, unkowing babies of our world? Because of money. We
need more funds to do the proper research and development to find
the answers to so many questions.

Initially, the death of our son had an impact on our lives that I
can only say like our whole world had collapsed. Sherry would
automatically go into his room each morning to pick him up, but
the crib was empty. Blake's car seat had been removed from her
car and she no longer had her sweet companion to go with her
each day on her errands.

Sherry and I no longer had the pleasure of rocking Blake to
sleep each night. The desolation and isolation were intolerable. We
actually contemplated suicide to join our son, we were so lost. We
sank to the depths of despair and hopelessness. We had so many
questions, but no one had the answers. We couldn't find comfort in
any direction. Our baby was dead and no one knew why. We kept
wondering, how long can this silent killer attack our children
before we take the concentrated effort to protect those who can't
protect themselves.

All of our questions seemed to be answered with one word
again, money. Why hasn't someone done something to increase the
funds allocated for SIDS research? Why don't we have enough
money to save babies' lives? A baby can be healthy, happy, and
smiling, and 60 seconds later be brain dead on a respirator. What
is wrong that we can allow this to happen?

Our initial reaction of desperation was replaced with anger,
which soon turned into constructive actions to try to do something,
because we felt that we, Ronn and Sherry Waller, had to do some-
thing to attack this gigantic problem.

The only way really to be sure of winning this battle is for us all
to work together and fight together. I think we're at war and we
have to raise an army. We have to fight it together.

SIDS is the greatest killer of infants in this country, in my opin-
ion, and medical science suggests it is the greatest killer of infants
in the history of the world. It must be stopped. When we stop SIDS,
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we will also stop the thousands each year who cry, "Our baby is
dead and we don't know why."

Thank you.
Mr GARCIA. Thank you very much.
Just let me say to the both of you that I really commend you. I

know how difficult it has been because it was difficult for me to
listen, because I think we all have relived the same momenta to-
gether. I really want to thank both of you. I think it is very coura-
geous of you to come forward.

In terms of politics and Government, the bottomline really
breaks down to the experience. It's what we all have gone .through
that m akes our hope in combating this mystery possible to con-
quer. I would say to you two couples that we will do everything' hu-
manly possible to try and alert the Congress and the Senate to the
needs for increased funding to combat this. I can assure you that as
long as I'm a member of this body that I will be a Very,. very, active
member, and that your testimony today will help us a, great deal in
making sure that other Members of Congress understand not only
our loss, but our sense of inadequacy when we don't know why. I
think all of us have felt that. I thank you very much for being with
us today.

I would just say that we're going to keep this record open for
questions and answers. If those answers can be submitted to the
staff of the Census and Population Subcommittee we will make
sure it is entered into the record.

I thank everybody for being with us today.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 a.m., the joint hearing was concluded.]
[The following statement was received for the record:]
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Statement of Lewis F. Lipsitt, Professor of Psychology and Medical
Science, Brown University

Mr. Chairman, I ea Lewis P. Lipsitt, Professor of Psychology and Medioal
Soienoe and Direotor of the Child Study Center at Brown University. I ea
pleased to have this opportunity to present testimony on research on
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) on behal: of the Federation of
Behavioral, Psychologioal and .mgnitive Soienoes. The federation, formed
in 1980, is a ooslition of 13 soientifio societies with (nab/nod
meabershipa of over 9D,000 behavioral scientists.

I have been involved in infamy research sines 1957 and SIDS research
sine 1974. In addition to this testimony, I as submitting my 1979
Laorioan Psychologist artiole on SIDS research. */

Research on the causes of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) has
conoentrated historioally prinoipally on the organio oonditions preceding
death. the assumption has been, quite understandably, that there most be
some underlying illness which will be discovered eventually. Beoause SIDS
is a residual diagnosis (the medical examiner or pathologist must
oertify that no known (muse of death hes been found), parents and
physioians are inevitably perplexed by the situation. Unfortunately,
reoriminatione are (xenon.

In the absenoe thus far of any epeoifio physiologic*. mechanism to which
3.TS can be definitlely tied, some of the most hopeful research stems from

the epidemiologioal or, sore acourately, actuarial data on the phenomenon
of SIDS. This line of research has doousented those oonditiona of the
baby's fetal development, birth circumstanoes, familial environment and
social milieu that may be related to the SIDS outoome. Typioally, the
hospital reoorda are explored to find higher than usual inoidenoes of
partioular prenatal and perinatal conditione, such as premature birth, low
birth weight, low sooioeconmaio teeters, the need for resuscitation at
delivery and maternal smoking. Such studies have in fact ocnfirmed the
relevanoe of theca conditions an somehow being involved as *setting
oonditions in SIDS. As oan be readily noted, many of the oonditions that
have been eo implicated do relate to life style and the social welfare of
the family.

To be sure, not all of the ototors that oan be oonfirmed as atatistioal
oorreates of SIDS will be found in any given ease of crib death, and
indeel most infants who possess multiple rink factors that are associated
with SIDS do esoape from the fate for which they seem strongly destined by
aotuarial oounts. Monethelees, the data have value in suggesting that
certain populations of infants (e.g., those who live in inner -city
poverty) are in greater jeopardy then others. It should follow that 1)
the seohanisna and processes by which these statistioal verities emerge
should be disooverable with appropriate aoientifio effort and 2)
interventions say be implemented to reduoe the increased likelihood of
SIDS in the at -risk populations of infanta. We need to know more about
what happens naturally in those who have the risks but ale somehow
immunized by extenuating oirounstanoes and esoape death.

*/ Retained in subcommittee files.
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Sometimes the presentation of findings which suggest that style cf living
may be implicated in the deaths of infants causes consternation. Few of
us would like to believe that the behavior of parents or the milieu in
which infants are raised, which the parents say not be able to alter, can
be legitimately tagged al contributors to death. Howaver,,weimust look
beyond the accusatory paranoia which so'frequently senoispanies the SIDS
phenomenon and try to find those fortuitous and setemingly.leitign

oonditions in the lives of families and infants *Leh appiir to be
implicated as SIDS precursors. Smoking behavior is ore such oondition.

No apparent and deliberate !harm' has 000urred in bats cases; the very
definition of the diagnosis rules out accidents or tissue injury of any
sort. The argument that we.most look carefully at the psychophysiological
oondition of the baby and the blobehavioral factors aocompanying

development durx7I the 2-4 month vulnerable age period carries with it no
suggestion that parents are "nape:41E1e' for the demise of their SIDS
infants. It the -sae time, we must.explore the possibilitithat.3ID3 may
be the culmination of a developmental failure of some sorpo perhaps
implicating the learning processes of babies and, possibly, inadvertent
failures of the environment to provide the stimulation,which is required

-

to enable the baby to became invulnerable to certain types of
devolopeental stresses.

To assert that SIM may be the result of a apeoial type of learning
disability would go beyond available data but the possibility is a
bypotheale has oonaiderable'suppertive, oirouastantial evidence. The
short version gola like this: There is the possibility that orib death
involves a failure of a sufficiently strong learned response to develop,
involving defense of the respiratory passages from occlusion. Babies are
born with a respiratory ocolueion.reflex that, with varying strengths,
tends to proteot newborns from smothering. (Few babies in the first month
of life die of SIDS.) The strength of this reflex is easily tested in the
first month of life, and there are large individual differenoea in it. By
2-1 months of age, this reflex, probably largely subcortically mediated
like many other reflexes with which the baby is born, has waned
considerably. The initial congenital reflex must be supplanted eventually
by a largely cortically controlled, "voluntary response." This oozes
about in part through a conditioning process on the basis of the initially
unconditioned reflexive self - protective behavior. The child's pnpteotion
is teue .7.ceured through the acquisition of a developmentally graded
adjunct to the initial reflex. The baby comes to know what to do, as it
were, when threatened with respiratory blockage.

Lariats who succumb to SIX; often have respiratory blockage (as from a
col() just before their demise, and their deaths often take place in the
night Wen their thresholds for self-protective activity are at an ebb.
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Perhaps, to their struggle for air is not as easily Beard by others in
the nighttime. These types of frourrounding oonditions," when coupled with
the possibility of a special kind of learning disability in infants who
sucoumb to SIDS, strongly suggest that more research is needed into the
likely interaction that exists in SIDS groups between organic
deficiencies, on one hand, end non- organic,, functional, environmental
000ditions, on the other.

The proposition can he rnasonably made that SIDS victims enter life with a
surplus of specific risk conditions, many of which hare already been
identified (e.g., low birth weight, smoking, mothers), end these. conditions
conspire witb subsequent environmental eventale.g., povarty.conditions)
whioh place the infant at still greater risk. Specifloally?,infants who
suoouab to SIDS may be those who enter life with an inadequate repertoire
of unconditioned or constitutional responses, slob that inadequate
conditioning takes place based upon, for's:ample, the respiratory
000lusion reflex. is a consequence, tha infant may beoome'a victim of a
special type of learning disabil,'T" such thwt he or she is not capable of
engaging in appropriate self-de! Mini behavior when confronted with
respiratory coolusion, perhap. ..cc night when sensitivity to such threats
is reduced by drowsiness or sleep.

It would follow trait this cot of presumptions that specialtraining of
vulnerable !stsnts might help to reduoe the risk of SIDS. Research is
nee,:ed which would test this partioular biobehavioral hypothesis and other
hypotheses steaming from a closer consideration of psychologioal and
environmental perturbations that may be implioated in SIDS. Indeed, we
would suggest that a ujor direction for research fundix: in the future
should be intervention studies of environmental, behavioral and
aocioeconosio factors.

I want to thank you for the oppertunity to present testimony. If I can be
of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call on me or
Federation staff.
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:.hat are the reporting requirements for Maternal and Child

Health (MCH) -sponsored SIDS services in the States (how frequent
are reports; what data do they inlude; by whom are they
reported)

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981; Title XXI, subtitle D
amended Title V of the Social Security Act to establish the MCH Block
Grant. Section 506 of the Social Security Act requires that each State
receiving MB Block Grant funds prepare an annual report for the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Servic :s.

In keeping with the intent and spirit of tae block grant approach; the
Department has not established specific reporting requirements. However,
a general guidance format for preparing annual reports has been provided
to State health authorities (Enclosure 1). .

1. B. What is the prozedure for reviewing the reportst

The annual reports are reviewed in the Department'n regional offices by
program representatives who are faniliar with MCH programs in the states
of their region. The reports help them to maintain their familiarity
with State pregrm=mimg and te. guide then in their consultation with
states. Control office st&ff periodically review the reports as needed.

1. C. What is the relation between the re arts and plane for future
action on SIDS within Mat

Since the Department's NCH representatives do not have a role in
directing program activities in the States, the Department's regional
office representatives use the information in their consultation
activities with the States. SIDS Central Office representatives use the
information in their discunsions with regional representatives and for a
number of management and administrative purposes including identifying
national issues, priorities and approaches; cooreinating activities with
organizations an* agencies in the public and priv,te sector; and sharing

information net! sally.
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1. D. Aside from formal reporting, what other sources of information
does the Department have on the status of SIDS cervices in the
States?

The majority of State health ageccies voluntarily report selected types
of MCH service data to the Public Health Foundation, formerly known as
the Association for State and Territorial Health Officials Foundation.
Their most recent publication entitled Public Health Agencies 1983:
Services for Mothers and Children contains summary data from 48 States.
Of these, 44 State health Agencies reported service data on SIDS. Two
excerpts from this publication are submitted for the record (Enclosure 2
and 3).

On May 7, 1984 the United States General Accounting Office published a
report to Congress entitled Maternal and Child Health Block Grant:
Program Changes Emerging Under State Administration. Information from 13
states concerning the MCH program and including the SIDS program was
collected and analyzed. The 13 States were California, Colorado,
Florida. Iowa, Kentucky,Massachuseti.i, Michigan, Mississippi, New York,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Vermont and Uashington. In these States the SIDS
expenditures for 1983 amounted to 0.2 percent of their total HCH
expenditures. The findings indicated an overall general decliut in SIDS
activities. Two excerpts from this report and submitted for the record
(Enclosures 4 and 5).

Because of the substantial interest concerning the status of SID;;
programs in the States in the first years of the MCH Block Grant
environment, a study of the 50 States, 6 territories and the District of
Columbia was conducted in 1184 by the Association of Maternal and Child
Health and Crippled Children's Programs. All jurisdictions except
Montana and the territories reported that they provided or arranged for
SIDS activities whether or not they had a distinct and identifiable SIDS
budget or project. In general, about 13 percent of the States reported a
decrease in funding between FY 81 and Fi 84. About 12 percent had
increases of 10 percent or more; 29 percent had remained unchanged; and
for 16 percent of the States the level of funding for one or both years
was unknown. In summary, services such as identification of infant
deaths, confirmation of SIDS by autopsy, and counseling for families
continued to be the keystone of the State programs for SIDS. Conversly,
educational programs; community input; and data collection and analysis
efforts were on the decline. The majority of State Health agencies also
indicated that they were involved with prolonged infantile apnea, an
associated problem of SIDS. Their Involvement ranged from the
establishment of criteria and guidelines for infant apnea services to the
:.sect provision or support of services for families with infants at high
risk for e:..periencirg prolonged apnea.

t-er less formal ,sources of information include ongoing communication
ether F.deral crograns concerned with various aspects of SIDS;

.,r4.1na relationships with p,ivate and voluntary organizations cotwerneo
..!1. tne problems of SIDS; site visits and periodic communications %din

e Feaeral Regional 'ffices and State health agencies; parcidpation in
relevant conferences; review of current literature; and, close
cellaboration with the National SIDS Clearinghouse.
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2. A. Using the most complete and current information available, what
is the status of MCH-sponsored SIDS service projects, in the
States?

Many State MCH agencies do support a variety of SIDS activities for their
populations which may or may not resemble the SIDS projects supported es;
grants wrier to the implementation of the,HCH.Block Grant program in
1982. Therefore, rather than define the current statusof MCH sponsored
SIDS projects, it now is more accurate to discuss the current status of
State hCH supported SIDS program activities.

Overall, State HCH support for SIDS,program activities are declining.
States are compensating for this by appealing to other concerned
agencies, organizations and private funding 'ources for additional
support and collaboration. As a result, some of thi major SIDS program
components defined in the 1970's have declined, some hie remained
constant and others haw intensified within ,any given State.

Autopsies in the mid 1980's are being conducted.with equal or greater
frequency than in the late 1970's in more than 75 percent of the 57
political jurisdictions. Only 2 States report that the incidence of
autopsies in their States hae decreased.

Over 60 percent of the States report that the SIDS educational activities
in their areas continue to be offered to a wide variety of ptofessional
groups who encounter SIDS families and to the general public. About 26
percent of States report that their SIDS educational activities have
declined. More often than not. these programs are a collaborative effort
of the State staff ana the voIantary parent organizations or they are
conducted independently by the parent organizations..

Only one-third of the States have active advisory councils or other means
of formal inter-agency and citizen collaboration.

In about 77 percent of the States the SIDS Et:gram activities receive
support from the MR Block Grant Program. in t% a few exceptions, the
amounts have been declining over the past 4 or 5 years. The programs
have been supplemented by State general funds, and private services.

.:. B. how many states have projects?

12.ice^ Infant Death Syndrome program activities are supported in 46
States by NCH Block (,rant funds. In five States SIDS services are not
supported with HCH Block funds but they are available from neighboring
States or they are supported by private organizations. Information is
not available from the six remaining political jurisdictions.
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States that do not No data
support SIDS available
activities with MU
Block Grant Funds

1. Alabama Arizona American Samoa
2. Alaska Hawaii
3. Arkansas Kansas

Guam
Marianas

4. California Nevada Puerto Rico
5. Colorado Wyoming Trust Territories
6. Connecticut Virgin Islands
7. Delaware
8. District of Columbia
9. Florida
10. Georgia
11. Idaho 29. New York

12. Illinois 30. Korth Carolina

13. Indiana 31. North Dakota
314. Iowa 32. Ohio
315. Kentucky 33. Oklahoma

16. Louisiana 34. Oregon

17. Maine 35. Pennsylvania

18. Maryland 36. ahode Island
37. South Carolina

21. Minnesota
22. Mississippi 1 40. Texas

19. Massachusetts
38. South Dakota20. Michigan
39. Tennessee

23. Missouri 41. Utah
424. Montana 2 Vermont
425. Nebraska 43. Virginia

26. New Hampshire 44. Washington

27. New Jersey 45. West Virginia

28. New Mexico 46. Wisconsin

2. C. What services do these provide? How many, for example, provide
informational counseling services for the parents of SIDS

victims? How many provide training and education for h ''th
care professionals, law enforcement professionals, and

general public?

A basic SIDS program of services includes identification of possible SIDS
deaths; confirmatior of SIDS by a death investigation including an
autopsy; information and counseling for the family survivors; educational
p ograms for professionals who encounter SIDS families; and, public

awareness activities.

Information and counseling services for families are available in 48
States by physicians public health nurses, social workers or others in

public agencies, or by peer counselors from private organizations. One

State has had no informational program during the past year. There is no

data available for 2 States and 6 other political jurisdictions.
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2. D. How much money do they spend on an average? That is the range
in amounts spent?

An accurate atJilting of expenditures by all States for SIDS progran
activities has not been available since the SIDS progran was integrated
with the MCH Block Grant Program.

The following was reported in the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant:
Program Changes Emerging Under State Administration, a GAO report
ptepared for Congress on May 7, 1984.

EXPENDITURES FOR SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS)

Change..a
State 1981 1982 1983 -1 X

(000 omitted)

Colored,. $ 57 $ 43 $ 37 S (20) (35)
Florida 78 90 64 (14) (18)
Iowa 43 40 41 (2) (5)
Kentucky 52 52 40 (22) (35)
Massachusetts 120 180 158 38 32
Michigan b

Mississippi 0 18 22 22 c
Pennsylvania 118 125 220 102 86
Texas 170 18 0 (.70) (100)
Vermont 20 19 23 3 15
Washington d 1I7 111 85 (32) (27)

Total $785 $696 $690 $ (95) (12)

California $120 S 0 $(120) (100)
New York 300 90 (210) e (70)

Total $420 $ 90 $(300) (79)

. Period of change for first 11 states is 1981-83; for California and
New York it is '982-83.

b Michigan is excluded due to lack of comparable data.

c Percentage change cannot be calculated.

d Total SIDS expenaitures could not be identified because all related
costs were not recorded separately and were not readily available.
The identified expenditures include from one service provider
during the 3-year period.

e New fork funding change may be overstated, although the declining
trend is real. Part of this decline resulted from a change in the
way tie program was accounted for in 19b3.
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2. E. How many people in America live in states or parts of states in
which there are no SIDS projects? Are there plans, on the state
level or within MCh, to establish programs in these areas?

Using the 1983 population reports produced by the U.S. Bureau of Census,
approximately 12,475,400 people live in areas in wbich there are few or

no SIDS Arogram activities. They are as follows:

States With No MCH Supported SIDS Programs Population

Arizona 3,959,000

Hawaii 1,023,000

Kansas 2,425,000

Nevada 891,00

Wyoming 514,000

American Samoa 34,000

Guam 116,400

Northern Marianas 18,200

Puerto Rico 3,267,000

Trust Territories 124,000

Virgin Islands 103,800

Total 12,475,400

At this time, each State has the responsibility to identify awl
prioritize the health problems of their populations; and, to allocate
funds and other resources to respond to those selected priorities.

What changes have taken place in SIDS projects since the

implementation of the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant in
Fiscal Year 19b2?

The following indicate some of the major changes that have taken place
since the implementation of the Maternal and Child Health Block Scant in
Fiscal Year 1982.

In Fiscal Year 1981 there were 46 Federally supported SIDS projects in 41
States. At this time each State is responsible for determining whether
or not to support SIDS activities. To the best of our knowledge, 46
States do conduct some SIDS activities, however, the range of services
varies considerably. In many States the MCH Block Great funds are
supplemented by General State funds and contributions from private and
voluntary services.
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3. B. Which states have initiated or ended SIDS projects altogether?
hhidh have initiated or ended projects in cartain regions?

NCU Block Grant funds for the SIDS program in Hawaii were recently

discontinued. The SIDS program activities have been curtailed and are

being conducted by volunteers.

In Texas KB support for the San Antonio SIDS project was withdrawn and
in Pennsylvania NCH support for SIDS program in Philadelphia was

terminated recently.

The State of Virginia is in the process of developing a coordinated

Statewide SIDS program.

3. C. Which states, as far es you know, have had changes in staffing,
budgeting, or availability of services? What have those changes
been?

Almost all States, except Virginia where a SIDS program is being
initiated, have experienced reductions in staffing and budgets.
Generally, educational progrrias as wr.1 as data collection and analysis
have been curtailed. While information and counseling have continued,
the numbers of contacts with families

and the period of time over which
counseling is available have been curtailed. The numbers of infant
autopsies being conducted continue to increase.
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4. C. What is the trend in spending on SIDS services from 1974 to the
present?

The following table shows the appropriation of funds for the SIDS program
as authorized by the SIDS Act of 1974 (Pa. 93-270) and its ammendmenta.
These funds were used to support grants for SIDS information and
counseling projects in the States.

Fiscal Year

SIDS Appropriations 1975-1981

Appropriated Federal Funds

1975 $2,000,000

1976 2,500,000
Transition quarter 56,000

1977 2,000,000

1978 3,000,000

1979 2,802,000

1980 2,802,000

1981 2,802,000

In addition to the above, the Department consistently expended
approximately $200,000 annually for national coordination, program
development and information exchange activities.

In FY 1982, the SIDS program was consolidated into the.Haternal and Child
Health Block Grant program. Since then, comparable financial data across

States has become more difficult to identify. Reports cited in response
to question 1 indicate a general decline of expenditures by States for
their SIDS programs.

At the National level SIDS activities continue to receive support through
the Special Projects of Regional and National Significance (SPRANS)
Program of the HCH Block Grant Program. In F.Y. 1985 approximately
$675,000 of SPRANS funds supported 2 research grants, 2 demonstration
grants and 3 other SIDS activities, including the National SIDS

Clearinghouse. These activities have been described more fully in
responses previously provided for the record.
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